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The brain is the supercomputer of the body. It is a massively parallel and distributed

network of computational units, all working together to control our organs, interpret our

senses and to provide us with thoughts and emotions. Its function is at the core of who

we are, while loss of function stands in the way of who we want to be. But the mysteries

of brain function and dysfunction are elusive. The human race has been observing it for

millennia [212], and yet it is as though we have only just begun to understand how it

functions.

The ancient Greeks and Egyptians were the first to attribute behavior to the brain as

early as 540 BC [99]. These ideas were expanded by the Romans. In the middle ages,

Albertus Magnus hypothesized that several brain structures, including the cortex,

midbrain and cerebellum were responsible for behavior. During the renaissance

through to the 18th centuries, several scholars developed theories about the location of

brain function, including Leonardo da Vinci, Thomas Willis, Emmanuel Swedenborg,

Franz Joseph Gall and Pierre Flourens. In the 19th century, Paul Broca and Carl

Wernicke separately localized two regions related to speech and language, coined

Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas. Later neuropsychological research by Alexander Luria,

Ward Halstead and Ralph Reitan, among others, focused on the development of

batteries of tests designed to evaluate brain function. The field of clinical

neuropsychology has since flourished, and we have made great strides in developing

our knowledge about brain function.

The pioneers of modern neuroscience were limited to what they could observe in the

clinic and laboratory. While these experiments form the basis of our understanding of

brain function, the resulting observations were on a much coarser scale than what we

can observe today. In the last few decades our knowledge base has grown by leaps

and bounds with the help of modern technology. The invention of magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) provided a technique to non-invasively visualize the brain. Brain anatomy

can be observed using structural MRI, whereas functional and structural connectivity

can be studied using functional and diffusion MRI.

Structural MRI can be used to non-invasively peer into the head and examine brain

anatomy. The brain is composed of grey matter and white matter and is protected by

the skull and cerebral spinal fluid (Figure 1.1). Grey matter is found both on the surface

of the brain, which is referred to as the cortex, and deep in the brain, which is referred

to as the subcortex. Grey matter is where brain function originates. It can be
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Figure 1.1: Brain anatomy. The brain is protected by the skull and cerebral spinal fluid. It is
composed of white matter and grey matter, where grey matter is found both on the surface of the
brain (i.e. cortical) and deep within the brain (subcortical). White matter tracts connect grey matter
regions to each other. For example, the thalamus is connected to the occipital lobe (i.e. the visual
cortex) via the posterior thalamic radiations.

subdivided into regions of interest based on the assumed or estimated functional role

of each region in the brain. For example, the thalamus is a subcortical grey matter

region that is associated with memory, sleep, emotion and executive function [148].

Grey matter regions are connected to each other by tracts in the white matter, much

like components of a computer are connected to each other by circuits. Signals are

passed between regions, thus allowing communication and consequently higher brain

functions. For example, the thalamus is connected to the occipital lobe by the posterior

thalamic radiations.

Diffusion-based imaging, including diffusion weighted-imaging (DWI) is used to

estimate the topology and microstructural properties of white matter pathways,

whereas functional MRI (fMRI) is used to estimate the activity of grey matter regions.

The resulting data can be used to reconstruct the network of connections which give

rise to higher brain functions. The networks are high-dimensional data structures

requiring advanced analysis techniques in order to uncover the underlying knowledge

and insights.
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Brain connectivity

The connectome is a data structure which represents brain connectivity as a network

of connections between brain regions [87, 176]. It is a graph-based data structure in

which grey matter regions are represented as nodes, and relationships between regions

are represented as edges (Figure 1.2). For example, the thalamus is connected to the

precuneus via the posterior thalamic radiations, and to the lateral orbitofrontal cortex

via the anterior thalamic radiations. In this case, there are three nodes, one for each

region (i.e. thalamus, precuneus and lateral orbitofrontal cortex). If we define edges

where there is direct connectivity via white matter tracts, then there would be two edges:

one between the thalamus and precuneus, and the other between the thalamus and

lateral orbitofrontal cortex. Note that connectivity can also be defined indirectly, where

it is assumed that communication between regions occurs via an intermediate region.

In this example, one could define an indirect connection between the precuneus and

lateral obitofrontal cortex, where communication occurs via the thalamus.

There are a variety of ways in which both regions and connections can be defined,

all of which have benefits and drawbacks [88]. For example, brain regions are often

delineated, or parcellated, based on anatomical features [25, 37, 60, 120, 183].

Regions may also be defined using functional [21, 163] or diffusion data, or even

random parcellations [217]. While choosing from the multitude of parcellation schemes

may be daunting, deciding on edge definitions only adds to the complexity of building a

connectome. Generally speaking, there are three main classes of edge definitions:

structural, functional and anatomical.

Structural connectome edges reflect the white matter connections between regions,

and are derived from DWIs or more advanced diffusion imaging protocols. Data derived

from DWI is used to trace streamlines in the white matter, which is an estimation of the

pathways between grey matter regions. Edges can be defined based on the number of

streamlines between regions, based on aggregated measures of diffusion, or based on

more complex metrics.

Functional connectome edges reflect the communication of brain regions, and are

often defined using correlations of the temporal signals obtained from fMRI. The

general idea behind functional connectivity is that regions which are physically

connected, whether that be directly or indirectly, will communicate with each other, and

thus will have a similar activity patterns. Previous studies have shown that there is a
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Figure 1.2: The connectome. The connectome is a graph, which is a collection of nodes (i.e. grey
matter regions) and edges (i.e. connections between them). In the structural connectome, edges
often represent direct physical connections between nodes. However, regions that are not directly
connected can communicate via intermediate regions, and may thus be indirectly connected.
Indirect connections are frequently encountered in the functional connectome, in which edges
often represent correlations of activity between regions. For example, this simple network has
three nodes representing the (L)ateral orbitofrontal cortex, (T)halamus and (P)recuneus. The
edges between the thalamus and the other two regions are direct, due to the presence of white
matter tracts. The lateral orbitofrontal cortex and precuneus are not directly connected, but may
communicate indirectly via the thalamus.

link between activity of regions and the degree to which they are structurally connected

[79, 93, 100, 189].

The third method of defining edges is based on correlations of cortical region

thickness or volume measures and is often defined using T1-weighted images [90]. It

has been used to gain new insights into neuro-degenerative disease, brain

development, behavior and cognitive abilities [6]. This type of connectome is not

included in the works presented in this thesis.

No matter which parcellation method or connectivity definition is chosen, the

connectome has proven to be a useful tool for studying brain connectivity. It has been

used to gain new insights into normal processes such as aging [120, 131] and

development [17, 48], as well as disorders [31, 61, 152, 178] such as schizophrenia

[62, 153] and dementia [34, 128].
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Pathology of the brain

While brain connectivity studies have yielded enlightening results, they are not designed

to observe pathology directly. White matter pathologies are hypothesized to result in

deficits in brain function, according to the disconnection hypothesis [66]. This link has

been shown in several previous studies of white matter lesions (WMLs). WMLs are

associated with cognitive decline, stroke and dementia [45], as well as impairment in

gait [179] and depression [35].

A link between WMLs and functional connectivity has been established in animal

studies. In rats, induced WMLs initially resulted in decreased functional connectivity

and decreased sensorimotor function, however connectivity and function both partially

recovered several weeks later [197]. In monkeys, after the corpus callosum was

sectioned, interhemispheric functional connectivity was largely maintained when the

anterior commissural tract was left intact, but was completely lost when all

interhemispheric tracts were severed [142]. These studies suggest that the brain is

vulnerable to white matter damage, but that in some cases it is capable of

compensating for damage.

Studies of individuals with brain tumours and stroke-related WMLs have shed light

on the relationship between white matter pathology and functional connectivity in

humans. A study of a subject with a brain tumor used fMRI to better define ROIs for

seeding tractography of white matter tracts which were deformed due to the presence

of the tumor [159]. fMRI and DTI were also used together in a study of an infant with

perinatal stroke to localize the reductions in connectivity to the visual cortex due to the

pathology [161]. In adults with stroke, it was found that increased structural integrity of

lesioned white matter tracts corresponded to greater recovery of motor function and

lesser activation of the motor cortex [172]. These studies show that pathology is

associated with changes in functional connectivity and brain function. However, the

sample sizes of these studies were small and they focused on individual tracts or brain

regions.

In humans, whole-brain connectivity studies of WML-related conditions often

compare the connectomes of afflicted subjects with those of healthy controls in order to

ascertain which connections and regions may be related to changes in brain function.

For example, this approach has been used to study schizophrenia and autism [152].

Presumably, differences in traditional measures of connectivity reflect the underlying
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pathology to some degree. However, since these measures do not directly measure

pathology, they are incapable of determining whether the observed differences are due

to pathologic, genetic, environmental, or any number of other factors.

A small number of previous studies have investigated pathology in the connectome

directly. Studies of grey-matter lesioning in the connectome have included a

meta-analysis of data from earlier studies of a variety of brain disorders [31] and a

simulation of the effect of lesions on functional connectivity. Simulations have also

been used to examine the effects of hypothetical WMLs on graph-theory-derived

connectome measures [44]. Another study used connectivity derived from healthy

controls and patient WML maps to estimate the connectomes of patients [117]. To

date, there has not been a study which directly models the effect of WMLs on

connectivity.

Thesis overview

The studies presented in this thesis provide new insight into brain structure and function

using advanced neuroimage analysis techniques applied to DWI and functional MRI.

The thesis is divided into two parts. Part I focuses on expressions of brain connectivity

whereas Part II sheds light on disconnection in the brain due to pathology.

Part I begins by describing methods of comparing groups using the both the

functional and structural connectome, including how to visualize the results of such

analyses (Chapter 2). Chapter 3 uses some of the principles and visualizations defined

in Chapter 2 in order to study functional connectivity in brain development.

Part II begins with an introduction of the structural disconnectome, which is an

adaptation of the structural connectome that directly estimates the degree to which

pathology affects brain connectivity (Chapter 4). The disconnectome is used in

Chapter’s 5 and 6 in order to study heritability and cognition, respectively. Part II

concludes with a study that makes a direct relation between WMLs and functional

connectivity, not using the disconnectome, but by using anatomically-defined white

matter tracts, presented in Chapter 7.

The studies presented in this thesis are summarized and discussed in Chapter 8.
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Abstract

Structural and functional brain connectivity are increasingly used to identify and

analyze group differences in studies of brain disease. This study presents methods to

analyze uni- and bi-modal brain connectivity and evaluate their ability to identify

differences. Novel visualizations of significantly different connections comparing

multiple metrics are presented. On the global level, the “bi-modal comparison plot”

shows the distribution of uni- and bi-modal group differences and the relationship

between structure and function. Differences between brain lobes are visualized using

“worm plots”. Group differences in connections are examined with an existing

visualization, the “connectogram”. These visualizations were evaluated in two

proof-of-concept studies: (1) middle-aged versus elderly subjects; and (2) patients with

schizophrenia versus controls. Each included two measures derived from diffusion

weighted images and two from functional magnetic resonance images. The structural

measures were minimum cost path between two anatomical regions according to the

“Statistical Analysis of Minimum cost path based Structural Connectivity” method and

the average fractional anisotropy along the fiber. The functional measures were

Pearson’s correlation and partial correlation of mean regional time series. The

relationship between structure and function was similar in both studies. Uni-modal

group differences varied greatly between connectivity types. Group differences were

identified in both studies globally, within brain lobes and between regions. In the ageing

study, minimum cost path was highly effective in identifying group differences on all

levels; fractional anisotropy and mean correlation showed smaller differences on the

brain lobe and regional levels. In the schizophrenia study, minimum cost path and

fractional anisotropy showed differences on the global level and within brain lobes;

mean correlation showed small differences on the lobe level. Only fractional anisotropy

and mean correlation showed regional differences. The presented visualizations were

helpful in comparing and evaluating connectivity measures on multiple levels in both

studies.
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Introduction

Brain connectivity is an area of research receiving increasing attention. In the brain,

regions communicate through networks of structural and functional links, which is

termed connectivity. Connectivity can be studied non-invasively using advanced

imaging techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Relationships

between regions of interest (ROIs) are extracted from MRI’s and used to define a

network. Variations in MRI acquisition and analysis have resulted in several types of

connectivity. With ever increasing choices, comparing connectivity types becomes an

important first step in addressing a given research question.

Structural connectivity refers to the anatomical connectivity of the brain. It can be

extracted from diffusion weighted images (DWI). DWI is a type of MRI that estimates

the movement of water in each voxel of the image. Water diffuses along white matter

tracts. From DWI, pathways travelled by water molecules (and thus the orientation of

nerve fibers) can be approximated. These pathways are referred to as streamlines [29].

Measures of microstructure along the length of streamlines, such as fractional

anisotropy (FA), which is the degree of diffusion directedness, can be collected and

used to define structural connectivity [150]. Structural connectivity measures have also

been derived without using streamlines, such as in estimating minimum cost to travel

between regions [37, 109].

It is believed that structural connections enable communication between regions,

resulting in functional connectivity [101], characterized by regions having similar neural

dynamics. Functional connectivity can be quantified using functional MRI (fMRI).

Several methods of defining functional connectivity exist, such as using Pearson’s

correlation, partial correlation or mutual information of time patterns [29], which are

typically calculated between the mean time series of brain regions.

In the last few years, DWI and fMRI data have been combined to study multimodal

aspects of brain connectivity [220]. DWI is typically used to study white matter,

whereas fMRI focuses on grey matter. The roles of grey and white matter in the brain

have long been studied separately, but their interaction with each other is essential in

the function of the brain. The study of functional and structural connectivity, and

especially how they relate to each other, could help to better understand the roles and

interaction of grey and white matter. Structural and functional connectivity have been

combined both to model their relationship [100] and to derive new types of connectivity
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[22]. Wee et al. (2012) [204] built a machine learning model using structural and

functional connectivity to determine which subjects would develop mild cognitive

impairment. With an increased interest in multimodal brain connectivity analysis, it is

likely that many more publications on the subject will appear in the coming years.

As the study of multimodal group comparisons progresses and new types of

connectivity are developed, researchers require methods to evaluate which

connectivity metric is best suited to their research question, e.g. to make an informed

decision about which network types to include in their study, or to study the relation

between different network types and make inferences about potential biological

explanations for the observed differences and similarities. There is a need for methods

of comparing functional and structural connectivity with respect to their suitability for

group analyses, both uni-modally, and bi-modally.

An integral component of such analyses is visualization of results. Margulies et al.

(2013) [130] conducted an in-depth review of uni- and multi-modal visualizations used

in brain connectivity research, including an explanation of the benefits and drawbacks

of each. Networks of connections between ROIs are often depicted in a matrix

representation [17, 23, 198], where each row and column correspond to an ROI, and

each element in the matrix represents a connection between the two (see

Supplementary Figure 1a). The same information can be displayed in a connectogram

[130, 196], which is a circular representation in which nodes are aligned along the

edge of a circle and connections are represented by lines between them (see Figure

2.1b). Both representations have benefits and drawbacks. For example, the matrix

representation is able to show all possible connections simultaneously, however they

are an abstract way of representing connectivity and the focus on connections may

result in understating or not detecting important individual ROIs. Connectograms, on

the other hand, are well-suited to draw attention to important nodes and they represent

connections in an intuitive way, namely by connecting two ROIs by a line; however they

are limited in the number of connections that they can effectively show at the same

time. Connectivity is also frequently shown within a three-dimensional (3D)

representation of the brain [1, 23, 62, 100, 198], where each ROI is represented as a

point in 3D space and a connection is depicted as a line between two points (see

Figure 2.1c). While these visualizations can be impressive, they are also limited by the

number of connections that they can display without obscuring valuable connectivity
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of figures previously used in connectivity studies. Each sub-figure
was generated from data used in this study. Matrix representation (a) can be used to show
the contents of a network [17, 23, 198]. Each row and column represents an ROI, and each
element in the matrix represents a connection between the ROIs in the corresponding row and
column. Connectograms (b) show connectivity by arranging ROIs on the outer edge of a circle and
representing connections as lines between them [130, 196]. 3-dimensional representations (c)
represent ROIs as points positioned at their location within the brain, which are connected by lines
[1, 23, 62, 100, 198]. This visualization requires projection of the 3-dimensional representation
into 2-dimensional space. Scatter plots (d) show relationships between structural and functional
connectivity [100], where each point represents a connection and in this case color is used to
represent groups.
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information [130] and the depiction of these 3D objects in two-dimensional images

results in ambiguity about the position of each node in the third dimension.

Relationships between structural and functional connectivity have previously been

presented using scatter plots [100] (see Figure 2.1d). However, a network often

contains hundreds or thousands of connections. When displayed together in the same

scatter plot, overlapping points make it difficult or impossible to know the density of

points at given position in the plot. Additionally, when two groups are displayed within

the same scatter plot, the points of one group may obscure the view of points from the

other group, making it impossible to know where the groups overlap and where they do

not.

The aim of this study is to enable multi-level comparison, integrated analysis and

visualization of multiple functional and structural connectivity types, where connectivity

is defined between pairs of ROIs. Our contribution is three-fold. First, we propose a

method to enable both uni- and bi-modal analysis of structural and functional data.

Second, we present two proof-of-concept studies by comparing groups of middle-aged

to elderly subjects and patients with schizophrenia to controls. Third, we propose a set

of visualizations that address some of the above-mentioned issues in the context of an

analysis of group differences in structural and functional connectivity.

Material and methods

The proposed method to perform integrated analysis of functional and structural

connectivity is illustrated in Figure 2.2. Each subject requires a DWI, fMRI and

structural T1-weighted image. First the T1 image is segmented into a set of regions

using FreeSurfer [55], after which structural and functional connectivity maps are

extracted. The connectivity maps of each subject are compared uni- and bi-modally for

their utility in group-wise analysis as well as identification of connections that contribute

to group differences and similarities. The methods are applied to two proof-of-concept

studies, one that compares groups of middle-age and elderly subjects, and the second

that compares patients with schizophrenia to controls. More details of these steps are

provided below.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic
of method. Networks
are extracted for each
individual (upper panel)
by extracting brain
regions from the T1
image using FreeSurfer,
and extracting structural
and functional
connectivity between
these regions from
preprocessed DWI and
fMRI, respectively.
Subsequently, integrated
analysis of group
differences in structural
and functional
connectivity is
performed (lower panel).
Group differences are
visualized on a global
level using bi-modal
distribution plots, on an
individual connection
level using
connectograms and on a
mid-level using worm
plots, where connections
are grouped by location
in the brain.
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Segmentation of cortical ROIs

Cortical reconstruction and volumetric segmentation of each subject’s T1 image to

produce an ROI atlas was performed using the FreeSurfer image analysis suite [55],

available online at http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu. The atlas was registered with 12

degrees of freedom to both the DWI’s b0 image and a mean fMRI, also using FSL’s

FLIRT algorithm.

Extraction of structural connectivity

The DWI’s were preprocessed using AFNI and FSL tools [111]. First they were corrected

for motion and Eddy currents and the brain extraction tool was used for skull stripping

of the Eddy-corrected DWI. Duplicate b0 volumes were merged into a single volume

by taking the median across duplicate images at each voxel. FA and mean diffusivity

(MD) images were generated from the skull-stripped DWI using DTIFit. All three images

(DWI, FA and MD) were masked using a mask generated from the registered FreeSurfer

image, including cortex, white matter and subcortical regions.

The network extraction step of the “Statistical Analysis of Minimum cost path based

Structural Connectivity” (SAMSCo) framework [37] was used to define structural

connectivity because it minimizes the influence of directional uncertainty while finding

globally optimal paths. A minimum cost path network (DMC) was extracted, with nodes

defined by ROIs in the registered atlas and edges defined as minimum cumulative cost

to travel between ROIs. A second metric of structural connectivity, the average

fractional anisotropy (DFA) network, was produced by dividing the sum of fractional

anisotropy along a minimum cost path by the Euclidean distance of the path. SAMSCo

produces two values per connection, one from the seed to target region and the other

from the target to seed region. Therefore, the SAMSCo networks were symmetrized by

choosing the minimum of the two costs (and corresponding DFA values) to represent

the edge between each pair of regions. It is important to note that SAMSCo is a less

traditional choice of structural connectivity measure, an aspect which is discussed in

more detail in the “Image preprocessing and network generation” subsection of the

Discussion section.
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Extraction of functional connectivity

Preprocessing of the fMRI’s was accomplished using ANFI and FSL tools [28, 111].

The fMRI images were slice-timing and motion-corrected, both using AFNI tools. The

first four TRs were removed to allow for equilibration and a temporal 0.01Hz high pass

filter was applied to remove low frequency signals. Global mean, mean cerebral spinal

fluid, and mean white matter time series as well as the six motion parameters resulting

from motion correction were regressed out from the image. Finally, an 8mm full-width-

half-maximum Gaussian spatial filter [210] was applied to increase the signal to noise

ratio.

We defined two atlas-based metrics for defining functional connectivity. Typically,

functional connectivity studies include a preprocessing step where fMRI images are

spatially normalized to a common reference space and blurred to account for

differences in structural and functional variability. However, anatomical and functional

variation between subjects can be large [210], and thus the deformations involved in

spatial normalization may stretch or contract parts of the brain for some subjects more

than others. In this study, spatial normalization was not performed. Rather, the

FreeSurfer ROIs were registered to the fMRI image for each subject separately, and

then used to define connectivity. This reduced the effects of structural variability.

The average time series for each ROI was calculated. For the first network type,

connectivity between two ROIs was defined as the Pearson correlation coefficient

between each ROI’s mean time series (fMT). For the other type of connectivity we

used partial correlation (fPC), which was calculated for every ROI pair with the

influence of all other ROI’s removed according to the formula rij = −pij/
√pii pjj [126],

where pij is the (i, j)th element of the inverted covariance matrix from the mean

time-series data of all ROIs.

Integrated analysis and visualization of structural and functional
networks

An ordinary least squares linear regression model was estimated for each connection

including group membership, modeled as a single variable containing zeros and ones,

and covariates as variables, along with a constant term to model the mean of the data.

The t-statistic and p-values associated with group membership were used to determine
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whether a connection’s weight differs significantly between groups. The group mean

of each connection was also computed for each group of subjects. The t-statistic and

group means were visualized using three types of visualizations, illustrated in the lower

panel of Figure 2.2. These include bi-modal network comparison plots of group mean

networks and t-statistic networks, worm plots and connectograms. This section provides

an explanation of each. All of the visualizations presented in this manuscript can also

be used to study continuous variables rather than group differences, which is discussed

in more detail in the Discussion section.

Bi-modal network comparison plots enable simultaneous evaluation of multiple

network types on a global level, both uni- and bi-modally. As seen in Figure 2.2, they

can show distributions of group mean connection weights from two groups

simultaneously, or distributions of t-statistics, which illustrates degree of group

differences on a global level. Each type of connectivity is represented by a column or

row, where rows represent the functional measures and columns represent structural

measures. Each connectivity type is evaluated uni-modally in one-dimensional (1D)

histograms. The relationship between structure and function is shown in

two-dimensional (2D) histograms for each pair of structural/functional network types,

which is displayed in the center of the plots. In the case of the group mean networks,

colors are used to differentiate between groups, where blue represents one group and

red represents the other. In the 2D histograms of group mean networks, magenta

indicates group overlap. In the plot of the t-statistics, green is used to represent group

differences.

Worm plots show the connection t-statistics grouped by the location of the

associated ROIs. Even when very few connections are individually identified as

significant, the worm plot may show clusters of connections that have significant group

differences when considered together (regional shifts in connectivity between multiple

ROIs). Significance is thus evaluated on two scales, namely on the level of individual

connections and on the level of groups of connections. Worm plots are a derivative of

Manhattan plots, which are scatter plots used to show significance of a large number of

tests, most of which have very large p-values. They are frequently used in genetic

studies [73], where genomic coordinates are on the x-axis and colors of points

represent groupings of points. A few key changes to the Manhattan plot were made to

make it more suitable to brain connectivity analysis. First of all, connections were
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clustered by the parts of the brain to which its ROIs belong. Unlike in genetic studies

where base-pairs are ordered based on their position within DNA, in the brain there is

no intrinsic ordering of connections within each cluster, therefore each cluster was

ordered according to t-statistic values. This reordering gives an indication of the

distribution of points within each cluster, and enables simultaneous plotting and

comparison of multiple network measures. Normally the y-axis of a Manhattan Plot is

−log10(p), where p is the p-value corresponding to a statistical test. We instead used

−log10(p) · sign(t) · s0.05,Me f f ,G , where t is the t-statistic of a given connection, p is the

corresponding p-value and s0.05,Me f f ,G = log10(αMe f f ,G ) is a scaling factor used to

ensure that the reference line corresponding to the adjusted significance threshold,

αMe f f ,G (see below for details of its derivation), is the same for all networks G. sign(t)
adds information about whether an observed association is positive or negative. This,

combined with ordering connections, resulted in clusters of points with a worm-shape,

hence the name Worm Plot. The distance of the mean of each cluster from zero

indicates the degree to which the associated parts of the brain play a role in the

relationship being tested.

Significant connections for each network were also plotted in a connectogram, which

was originally used to study brain connectivity by van Horn et al. (2012) [196]. The 2D

circular representation in a connectogram provides a cleaner view of brain connectivity

than 3D representations. While 3D representations can provide spatial information

about ROIs [1, 23, 62, 100, 198], viewing them requires projections onto a 2D space.

The loss of one dimension results in ROIs appearing spatially closer than they actually

are. For example, when viewing a 3D representation axially, the frontal pole and lingual

gyrus appear to be located beside each other, when in reality they are on opposite

sides of the brain. This also presents difficulties in interpreting region groupings, since

groups which are spatially separate will likely appear to overlap in the projected view.

The connectogram removes these complications by disregarding 3D spatial

information. In the circular representation, ROIs are arranged on the edge of the circle,

grouped into the same clusters as in the worm plots. Each cluster is assigned a color,

and the concentration of color is adjusted according to node degree. Significant

connections are represented as lines between ROIs. The color of each significant

connection is determined by the sign of the t-statistic and the opacity indicates the

degree of significance.
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Both worm plots and connectograms require a threshold of test significance. Given

that a t-statistic is computed for each connection, some form of multiple testing

correction must be used. In the case of a symmetric network G with r regions, the total

number of tests is MG = r(r − 1)/2. Traditional methods, such as the Bonferroni and

Šidák methods, assume independence of tests and calculate a new significance

threshold from the total number of tests. However, the connected nature of brain

networks implies dependence between connections. As such, traditional methods are

overly conservative for connectivity analysis. To address this, we used a method

proposed by Li et al (2012) [125], where an “effective number of independent tests” for

network G, Me f f ,G, is calculated. Me f f ,G replaces MG in the traditional methods.

Me f f ,G was applied to the Bonferroni correction to calculate an adjusted p-value

threshold, αMe f f ,G = α/Me f f ,G. We used α = 0.05 as the uncorrected threshold.

Proof-of-concept

Two proof-of-concept studies were performed using the analysis described above. The

first compared middle-age and elderly subjects from the Rotterdam Scan Study (RSS)

[104, 105]. The second compared patients with schizophrenia to healthy controls from

the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) in the MIND Clinical Imaging Consortium

data collection [76], which is an open-access multi-site collaborative study of patients

with schizophrenia. The original MGH imaging data and subject meta-data is available

for download via http://coins.mrn.org/dataexchange. The networks calculated for each

subject and the regression results calculated as part of this study are available at

http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.88q04.

There were 84 and 82 cortical and subcortical regions chosen for network

construction for the MGH and RSS studies, respectively. The cerebellum was excluded

in the RSS sample because it was only partially scanned. After registration of the

FreeSurfer segmentation to the diffusion image space, which required up-sampling of

the data, two regions of one subject in the RSS study did not have any voxels

remaining. Regional statistical tests involving these regions were computed by

substituting group means for the missing values. See Table 2.1 for a list of regions

used in these studies.
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Table 2.1: Regions involved in the proof-of-concept studies, grouped by location in the brain.

Cluster Region Abbreviation

Cerebellum (Cb, RSS only) Cerebellum CeB

Frontal (Fro)

Caudal anterior cingulate cortex Cac

Caudal middle frontal gyrus Cmf

Frontal pole FrP

Lateral orbitofrontal cortex LOf

Medial orbitofrontal cortex MOf

Paracentral lobule PCe

Pars opercularis POp

Pars orbitalis POb

Pars triangularis PTr

Posterior cingulate gyrus PCi

Precentral gyrus PrC

Rostral anterior cingulate gyrus RAC

Rostral middle frontal gyrus RMF

Superior frontal gyrus SFr

Occipital (Occ)

Cuneus Cun

Lateral occipital gyrus LOc

Lingual gyrus Lin

Pericalcarine cortex Pcc

Parietal (Par)

Inferior parietal lobule IPa

Postcentral gyrus PoC

Precuneus Pcn

Superior parietal lobule SPa

Supramarginal gyrus SMa

Subcortical (Sub)

Accumbens area Acc

Amygdala Amg

Caudate CaN

Hippocampus Hip

Pallidum Pal
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Putamen Pu

Thalamus Tha

Temporal (Temp)

Banks of superior temporal sulcus BSt

Entorhinal cortex Erh

Fusiform gyrus Fus

Inferior temporal gyrus ITe

Insula Ins

Isthmus of cingulate gyrus ICG

Middle temporal gyrus MTe

Parahippocampal gyrus Phc

Superior temporal gyrus STe

Temporal pole TeP

Transverse temporal gyrus TrT

In the RSS data, after registration and down-sampling of the FreeSurfer atlas to the

fMRI-space, in two regions of one subject no voxels survived the down-sampling (the left

entorhinal cortex and the right temporal pole). All analyses did not include the missing

values.

Participants

In the RSS study, non-demented subjects with T1, rs-fMRI and DWI scans were divided

into two groups (middle-aged and elderly) based on age. Age ranges were 74 to 95 in

the elderly group and 51 to 53 in the middle-aged group. They were selected such that

the gender ratio in each group was the same. Subjects with mild cognitive impairment

(as determined by the Mini-Mental State Examination [58], MMSE), large infarcts, and

gliomas were excluded from the study. The MMSE score is a derived measure of a

subject’s global cognitive functioning with a total possible score of 30 [58].

In the MGH study, groups of patients with schizophrenia were compared to controls.

Exclusion criteria included an intelligence quotient less than 70, a history of significant

head injury and a contraindication for MRI scanning. Only subjects who had DWI, fMRI

and pre-computed FreeSurfer segmentations were included. Parental socio-economic

status (P-SES) was defined by the Hollingshead-Redlich scale [98], in which a score of
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Table 2.2: Subject demographics

RSS Middle-aged Elderly p-values

No. of subjects 37 37 n/a
Gender (M/F) 13 M / 24 F 13 M / 24 F 0χ

Age 52.3 ± 0.6 81.1 ± 4.4 < 0.0001t

MMSE 28.9 ± 1.1∗ 27.1 ± 1.7∗ 0.002t

fMRI absolute head motion (mm) 1.0 ± 1.0 1.0 ± 0.9 0.9t

MGH Patient Control p-values

No. of subjects 23 21 n/a
Gender (M/F) 17 M / 6 F 12 M / 9 F 0.9χ

Age 34.8 ± 9.8 38.7 ± 8.7 0.2t

Years of education 11.5 ± 2.2 15.9 ± 2.0∗ < 0.0001∗t

P-SES 3.3 ± 1.0 3.0 ± 1.0 0.9χ

fMRI absolute head motion (mm) 0.4 ± 0.4 0.6 ± 0.6 0.4t

Continuous variables are presented as mean ± SD
∗ One subject was missing this information, statistics computed over the remaining

subjects
t Calculated using Welch’s t-test
χ Calculated using χ2 test

one defines the highest status and five defines the lowest. P-SES is often used as an

estimate of what the socio-economic status of patients would have been if they did not

have schizophrenia. Years of education is defined as the total number of years that a

subject pursued elementary, secondary and post-secondary education.

In both studies, subjects with more than 4mm of head movement were excluded. All

participants gave written informed consent and the original studies were approved by

the medical ethics committee of the Erasmus MC, University Medical Center Rotterdam

(for the RSS study) and the institutional review board of the Massachusetts General

Hospital (for the MGH study). Table 2.2 describes the demographics of each group for

the subjects that were included.
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Image acquisition

All subjects from the RSS were scanned on the same 1.5 Tesla GE scanner with an

8-channel head coil. A research physician visually inspected each scan to ensure good

quality. The T1-weighted protocol included a 3D fast RF spoiled gradient recalled

acquisition in steady state with an inversion recovery prepulse sequence

(TR = 13.8ms, TE = 2.8ms, TI = 400ms, FOV = 21 × 21cm2, matrix = 416 × 256,

zero-padded to 512 × 512, flip angle = 20°, NEX = 1, bandwidth = 12.50kHz) with 96

contiguous slices with slice thickness of 1.6mm zero-padded to 0.8mm. The final voxel

size was 0.49 × 0.49 × 0.8mm. The DWI protocol utilized a single shot,

diffusion-weighted spin echo-planar sequence (TR = 8000ms, TE = 68.7ms,

FOV = 21 × 21cm2, matrix = 96 × 64, zero-padded to 256 × 256, NEX = 1) with 36

contiguous slices with 3.5mm slice thickness. The maximum b-value was 1000s/mm2

in 25 non-collinear directions. Volumes were also acquired without diffusion weighting

(b0). The final voxel size was 0.8 × 0.8 × 3.5mm. The rs-fMRI protocol included a

gradient-echo BOLD sequence, (TR = 2900ms, TE = 60ms, matrix = 64 × 64,

flip angle = 90°) with 35 contiguous 3.3mm slices and 160 volumes (total scan length

= 464s). The voxel size was 3.3 × 3.3 × 3.3mm.

The MGH subjects were scanned on a 3 Tesla Siemens Trio scanner with an

8-channel head coil. The imaging parameters of the T1-weighted sequence were

TR = 2530ms, TE = 3.79ms, TI = 1100ms, FOV = 16mm,

matrix = 256 × 256 × 128cm, flip angle = 7°, bandwidth = 181Hz/pixel,
0.625 × 0.625mm voxel size and slice thickness 1.5mm. The DWI scan parameters

were TR = 10500ms, TE = 98ms, NEX = 2, bandwidth = 1342Hz/pixel, 64 slices,

thickness = 2mm, 2 × 2mm voxel size. The maximum b-value was 1000s/mm2 in 12

directions. The fMRI parameters were TR = 2000ms, TE = 30ms, flip angle = 90°,

FOV = 22cm, bandwidth = 3126Hz/pixel, 27 slices, slice thickness = 4mm with 1mm

skip, 3.4mm in plane resolution and 177 volumes (total scan length = 354s). Three

runs of the Sternberg item recognition paradigm (SIRP) [180] were collected. SIRP is a

task-based fMRI sequence with a block design that measures working memory. The

run with the least amount of motion was selected for connectivity analysis.
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Covariates

Covariates were included in the regression model to control for their influence. In the

RSS study covariates included MMSE and gender. In the MGH study covariates

included age and gender.

Results

The chosen connectivity metrics were evaluated both uni- and bi-modally described in

the methods section. The resulting figures and tables are described below for both the

MGH and RSS studies.

The bi-modal network comparison plots in Figure 2.3 show the structure-function

relationship for the mean networks and t-statistic distributions for each study. 2D

histogram opacity indicates number of connections, and in the mean network plots,

color indicates the proportion of each group involved. Along the axes, distributions of

connection weights for each individual connectivity type are plotted.

In the RSS study, group differences are easily visible in the mean network histograms

of DMC, which is also reflected in the t-statistic distributions. Global group differences

are not obvious in the mean network plots or the t-statistic plots for fPC and fMT in both

groups and DFA in the RSS. In the MGH study, global group differences are not obvious

in the mean network plots, but do show in the t-statistic plots for DMC and DFA.

Both studies show a large peak in mean DMC near zero. In order to determine

whether this peak is fully explained by connections between adjacent regions we

regenerated the histograms after omitting all connections between adjacent regions. In

the MGH study, the peak disappeared. In the RSS study the peak did not fully

disappear, but did become much smaller.

In the unimodal t-statistic histograms, all types of connectivity appear to be

approximately normally distributed. The positive shift in t-statistic of DMC in the RSS

study indicate a global increase in minimum cost in the elderly population. In the MGH

study, there is a global decrease in DMC and DFA. It is interesting to note that both

fMT and fPC mean network values were centered around zero and the standard

deviation of fPC was much smaller than fMT in both studies, but the t-statistic indicated

similar levels of group differences. The 2D t-statistic histograms show no significant

correlation between structural and functional t-statistics.
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Figure 2.3: Bi-modal network comparison plots. Structure-function relationships are shown for
the mean connectivity network of each group in (a) and (c), and the distribution of t-statistics in
(b) and (d). (a) and (b) correspond to RSS, where in (a) blue represents the elderly group and red
indicates the middle-aged group. (c) and (d) correspond to MGH, where in (c) blue represents the
patients with schizophrenia and red represents controls. In the 2D structure-function histograms,
magenta indicates overlap of the two groups. In the t-statistic histograms, green shows group
differences, where positive values indicate elderly > middle-aged in RSS and schizophrenia >
control in MGH.
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Figure 2.4: Worm plots. Connections in the (a) RSS and (b) MGH studies are grouped by location
of region pairs. Groupings include subcortical (Sub), occipital (Occ), parietal (Par), temporal
(Temp), frontal (Fro) and the cerebellum (Cb). Cb was not included in the RSS study. On the
y-axis is the negative log of the p-value, multiplied by the sign of the corresponding t-statistic and
scaled such that the line indicating p=0.05 is at the same position for all plots.
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A worm plot of the p-values corresponding to the t-statistics of each connection is

shown in Figure 2.4. The regions of the brain are divided anatomically into groups

corresponding to different parts of the brain, including subcortical, occipital, parietal,

temporal, frontal and the cerebellum. The cerebellum was not included in the RSS

study because it was only partially scanned.

In the RSS study, DMC has many highly significant connections, with values well

above the significance level for the majority of connections in all regions (Figure 2.4a).

In the MGH study, very few connections show significant group differences. In both

studies, some networks are shifted away from −log10(p) = 0 for some clusters. T-tests

were done on the t-statistic values of the connections in each worm in Figure 2.4 to

determine the degree to which they were shifted away from t = 0, which is visualized in

Figure 2.5.

In the RSS worm plot, it is obvious that all clusters except Fro/Temp have highly

significant positive DMC associations with age. The shifts in DFA and fMT are weaker

than those of DMC and are mixed between positive and negative connections. Several

significant cluster shifts appear in both. There were no significant fPC cluster shifts.

In the MGH study, DMC and DFA had the most significant associations with

schizophrenia, all of which were exclusively negative. fMT and fPC had a mixture of

positive and negative associations which were much weaker than the structural

connectivity associations. fPC had particularly weak associations.

The connectograms in Figure 2.6 show the significant connections of some of the

networks for each study. Red indicates significant connections with positive association

(in the MGH this implies schizophrenia > control, in the RSS old > young), and blue

indicates negative association. The opacity of the lines indicates the level of

significance and the saturation of each region indicates the number of significant

connections involving that region. In the RSS study, DMC is not shown because it had

too many connections to extract meaningful conclusions. In the MGH study DMC is not

shown because it had no connections with p < αMe f f ,G .

In the RSS study, the DFA network had several significant connections with both

positive and negative associations with age. The positive associations were

concentrated in the temporal and occipital lobes. The left temporal pole had many

more significant connections than the other regions. The right temporal pole also had

several significant connections. Inter-hemispheric significant DFA connections were
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Figure 2.5: Bar plot of worm plot shifts. One-sample, two-sided t-tests were used to determine
the degree to which each worm in the worm plot is shifted away from zero in the (a) RSS and
(b) MGH studies for all pairs of region clusters. Groupings include subcortical (Sub), occipital
(Occ), parietal (Par), temporal (Temp), frontal (Fro) and the cerebellum (Cb). Cb was not included
in the RSS study. On the y-axis is the negative log of the p-value, multiplied by the sign of the
corresponding t-test and scaled such that the line indicating p=0.05 is at the same position for all
plots.
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Figure 2.6: Connectograms of significant connections. Red connections have significantly
positive t-statistic values corrected for multiple testing, blue are negative (in the MGH
schizophrenia > control, in the RSS old > young). Degree of significance is indicated by the
opacity of the lines. Color saturation of regions shows the number of connections involving that
region. For the RSS (a) DFA, (b) fPC and (c) fMT are shown. RSS DMC is not shown because
there were too many significant connections to visualize. For the MGH (d) DFA (e) fPC and (f)
fMT are shown. MGH DMC is not shown because there were no significant connections.

exclusively positive, indicating an increase in the older group. Decreases in DFA were

exclusively intra-hemispheric, many of which involved left frontal regions. There were

three significant RSS fPC connections, all of which were intra-hemispheric. The RSS

fMT connectogram shows exclusively negative associations, many of which involved

the right medial orbitofrontal cortex.

In the MGH study, all significant DFA connections indicated negative associations

with schizophrenia, most of which involved only the left hemisphere and especially

frontal and temporal regions. MGH fPC connections were both positive and negative.

All three negative fPC significant connections were inter-hemispheric. All five

significant fMT connections were negative. Three of them involved frontal regions.
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Discussion

This study presents a framework for comparison of ROI-based functional and structural

connectivity to identify group differences. Given two groups of subjects, each of which

has T1, DWI and fMRI images, networks were constructed, and then compared uni- and

bi-modally for their ability to explain group differences. The t-statistic based analysis of

each connection identified which network types contribute most to group differences,

and between which areas of the brain these differences occur.

There are a growing number of types of structural and functional brain connectivity

available. The methods described in this paper can be used to compare multiple types

of connectivity, both in uni-modal studies and for integrated analyses. Visualizations of

significance of connections help to identify important connections and groups of

connections and compare them to existing knowledge of group differences. With the

proposed framework two proof of concept studies were conducted comparing

structural and functional connectivity.

Bi-modal network comparison plots

The bi-modal network comparison plots in Figure 2.3 give important insights into the

investigated network types and the relationships between them. They simultaneously

show both uni- and bi-modal distributions, which makes it easy to consider both at the

same time. Viewing all connectivity types in the same plot consolidates the information,

making comparisons easier.

Global group differences can sometimes be seen in the 1D histograms of each

network type. For example, in the mean-network plot of the RSS, DMC obviously has

group differences, indicating that elderly subjects have higher cost paths than

middle-aged subjects. Even when global group differences were not obvious in the

mean-network plots, differences were sometimes found using the t-statistic plots. For

example, in the MGH, DMC and DFA showed no obvious group differences in the

mean-network plots, but did show global negative shifts in the t-statistic plots,

suggesting that patients with schizophrenia have lower cost paths with reduced FA.

The decrease in DFA is consistent with previously observed white matter abnormalities

[116] and decreased DFA [138] in patients with schizophrenia. The decrease in

minimum cost in the schizophrenia group is unexpected, but might be explained by the
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inclusion of age as a covariate. As can be seen in the RSS DMC histograms, DMC is

highly influenced by age. Patients with schizophrenia were on average older than

controls. Including age as a covariate would have removed the effect of age

differences, but it is possible that the regression overcompensated for this variable and

that the global decrease is not representative of the true role of minimum cost in

schizophrenia. To determine the true effects of schizophrenia on DMC, the analyses

should be repeated on an age-matched sample. Both mean-network and t-statistic

plots provide useful information when examining connectivity metrics in relation to

group differences.

The 2D part of the mean-network plots show bi-modal relationships between

connectivity types. In both studies, the patterns seen in the mean-network plot show a

similar pattern, indicating that the mechanism governing the global functional and

structural differences may be inherent to the connectivity metrics themselves, and not

related to the subject groups being studied. For example, both fPC and fMT are

increased where DMC is near zero. DMC is usually near zero between adjacent

regions because there is no distance between them, and hence minimal travel costs.

This close proximity may also explain the increase in functional connection weight,

since adjacent regions likely have similar blood-oxygen dynamics near their border and

hence greater correlation.

The bi-modal view can also be used to make inferences about differences in

connection types from the same modality. For example, global group differences are

much lower in magnitude in fPC than in fMT. The difference in the derivation of fPC and

fMT is that fPC uses partial correlation to estimate the direct connection between

specific regions [166], whereas fMT uses full Pearson correlation. Thus, global group

differences are greater in indirect connections than in direct connections, which may

affect sensitivity of the metric to specific effects. fPC and fMT are both well-established

widely used connectivity metrics, and the choice of which to use depends on the

research question one wishes to answer [126].

We decided to represent the bi-modal part of the network comparison plots with 2D

histograms. The relationship between structure and function can also be visualized

using scatter plots [100]. While the same general trends can be seen in histograms

and scatter plots, in places with high density, points in scatter plots will overlap and

thus be not differentiable, in which case scatter plots are unable to show differences in
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density. By using a histogram, differences in density can be shown using color density.

Another disadvantage of scatter plots is that overlap of points makes seeing group

differences difficult. When points from one group cover points from another group, it

may appear as though only one group is important. 2D histograms can better

represent the degree of each group’s influence by representing each group by a given

color, where the degree of overlap is indicated by combining the two colors. This is

seen in the RSS mean-network plot, where the elderly subjects are represented by

blue, the middle-aged subjects by red and overlap is represented as magenta. It is

clearly visible that high DMC is dominated by elderly subjects, and low but non-zero

DMC is dominated by middle-aged subjects. Moderate and near-zero DMC is equally

represented by both groups. Group visualization is in most cases, however, limited to

two groups since more colors would likely make it harder to differentiate where each

group has influence. The bi-modal network comparison plot could also be used with

continuous variables. For example, age can be modelled continuously rather than

using age groups. In this case, rather than computing group mean networks, one could

simply make 1D and 2D histograms of structural and functional weights over all

subjects, but color each part of the histogram according to the mean age associated

with all points in a given connection weight range. If a gradient of color is seen, then

this indicates that connectivity changes globally with age. Rather than plot the

t-statistic related to group differences, one could plot the regression coefficient

associated with age.

The data presented here indicated no global functional group differences, neither in

1D nor in 2D. However, with other data the 2D histograms might be useful in identifying

important group differences involving both functional and structural connectivity. It is

possible that little or no group differences are obvious uni-modally, but that they become

obvious when viewed bi-modally. The connectivity types used here also did not show

an obvious relationship between functional and structural t-statistics, however if such

a relationship did exist, the 2D representations would help to see it. Such relationship

would indicate that connections with significant structural differences tend also to have

strong functional differences.
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Worm plots

The worm plots in Figure 2.4 give important insights into regional changes in

connectivity. Worm plots reflect global changes in connectivity, but often also show

cluster level changes. The global changes in DMC in both studies and in DFA in the

MGH study were also seen in the worm plots by the uni-directional shifts of each group

of connections. All clusters in the worm plots were shifted to different degrees,

indicating a relative importance of each cluster. Even when global network changes

were not observed, shifts in regional groupings of connections became apparent in the

worm plots. fPC and fMT had positive and negative shifts for both studies, as did DFA

in the RSS. fMT and DFA both had large shifts, whereas fPC cluster shifts were

minimal. This suggests that fPC is less sensitive to group differences than the other

metrics. As in the bi-modal network comparison plots, this reflects the removal of the

influence of other regions in a given correlation. A thorough psychological analysis of

group differences identified in the worm plots is beyond the scope of this study and is

limited by small sample sizes. However, we believe that epidemiological studies with

high statistical power would benefit from analysis using worm plots.

As with the bi-modal network comparison plots, the worm plot can be used to

represent continuous variables rather than groups. For example, if age was modeled

continuously, one could simply replace the sign of the t-statistic in the y-axis with the

sign of the coefficient associated with age. As with age groups, the continuous version

of the plot would show the association of age with grouped connections.

If one was to judge a network’s ability to separate groups purely based on global

network differences and individual significant connections, it would be easy to dismiss

a network as insensitive to group differences. However when looking at regional

groupings of connections it may become apparent that group differences do exist. The

worm plot provides a mid-level analysis, more specific than the global differences seen

in the bi-modal network comparison plots, but more general than looking only at

specific significant connections. The worm plot extracts important relationships that are

otherwise invisible to global or individual connection based analysis.
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Connectograms

The connectograms in Figure 2.6 visualize significant differences in specific

connections in a 2D representation, where nodes are grouped by location in the brain.

This enables quick identification of individual significant connections, significant groups

of spatially-related connections and nodes with many significant connections. In both

the RSS and MGH studies, the connectograms provided a clear and easily

interpretable representation of significant connections in the DFA, fPC and fMT

networks. Again, similar to the bi-modal network comparison plots and worm plots, one

can use connectograms to visualize the association of connections with a continuous

variable by determining the color of a connection by the sign of the coefficient

associated with it.

Nodes with many significant connections are immediately obvious in

connectograms. For example the left and right temporal poles (TeP) in the RSS DFA

connectogram and the right medial orbitofrontal cortex (MOf) in the RSS fMT

connectogram are easy to spot because they have several highly significant

connections associated with them. The left hippocampus (Hip) in the RSS DFA also

has several significant connections associated with it, which can be spotted by the

region’s increased color saturation, however it is less obvious because crossing

connections make it difficult to see how many connections are coming from that region.

Regions with many significant connections might be less obvious in a 3D

representation of brain connectivity, depending on from which angle it is viewed. This

would arise because a 3D representation must be viewed as a 2D projection, which

might result in an important region being surrounded by unrelated connections and

regions that are spatially far away, but appear in that orientation to be nearby.

Additionally, 3D representations can potentially misrepresent the data. For example, if

two nodes overlap in a specific orientation, they may be interpreted as a single node,

with connections from both nodes extending from the same spot. This confusion can

be avoided by using connectograms.

The use of connectograms also made it easy to spot networks that have many

significant connections that are primarily uni- or bi-lateral. For example, most

significant connections in the MGH DFA network are uni-lateral negative associations

with schizophrenia in the left hemisphere, which is consistent with the reduction of left

hemisphere dominance seen in schizophrenia [10]. Also, the RSS DFA network has an
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abundance of positive inter-hemispheric connections and negative intra-hemispheric

connections, suggesting that aging is associated with increased FA along

inter-hemispheric minimum cost paths and decreased FA along intra-hemispheric

minimum cost paths. An interesting avenue of future research might be to reconstruct

the minimum cost paths found by SAMSCo to see if this unexpected increase can be

explained by differing minimum cost paths in the old and young subjects.

A limitation of the connectogram is that there is an upper limit to the number of

significant connections that it can show. The RSS DMC network had so many

significant connections that useful inferences could no longer be made using a

connectogram. This issue is also a limitation of 3D representations of brain

connectivity. In such cases, one might consider using a matrix representation

[17, 23, 198]. In this representation the connections never overlap, and thus all

connections can be shown simultaneously. The disadvantage of a matrix

representation, however, is that regions with several significant connections might be

less obvious, since to identify them one must scan an entire row or column of a matrix

and count the number of significant connections.

Methodological considerations

Image preprocessing and network generation

Subject motion is an important issue to address in any neuro-imaging study. This is

especially so in functional connectivity studies. Head motion has a significant effect on

connectivity. It increases connectivity estimates over short distances, decreases them

over long distances, reduces modularity and can inflate the effect of age on

connectivity [157]. When preprocessing our fMRI data, we addressed subject motion

by regressing out six motion parameters. Alternative approaches include 24 motion

parameter nuisance regression, targeting volumes affected by motion and using

independent component analysis, all of which are thoroughly evaluated by Pruim et al.

(2015) [147] for their ability to both remove motion-related artifacts and to preserve the

signal of interest. Compared to other approaches, regressing out either six or 24

motion parameters only minimally reduced the impact of motion artifacts and was not

very reproducible. However, using six parameters had minimal loss of temporal

degrees of freedom. They also examined data scrubbing, which is a widely-used
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approach that removes volumes affected by motion [146]. Although this approach is

effective in removing variations induced by motion, it also results in a significant loss of

temporal degrees of freedom and is less reproducible than many of the methods based

on independent component analysis [147]. Given that subject motion can confound

studies by inducing group differences, it is important to carefully choose an appropriate

method of dealing with motion. Global signal regression, which was employed in this

study, can reduce motion-related group difference [146]. It can remove false variance

present in resting-state functional connectivity data, but it has also been linked to a

negative bias in correlations computed from fMRI data [146]. Because of this, its use in

functional connectivity studies is controversial and future studies must carefully

examine the risks and benefits before deciding whether to use it or not.

Regarding choice of structural connectivity measures, it is important to note that

both measures (DMC and DFA) are products of the SAMSCo framework, which always

produces a fully connected graph in which each pair of regions has an associated

connection weight, even when no physical connection is present. This reflects the

possibility that regions may communicate with each other by sending signals via

intermediate regions. On the other hand, more traditional definitions of structural

connectivity, such as those based on streamline tractography, represent direct

connections only and as such result in sparse matrices where only direct connections

have non-zero values [175]. It is important to keep in mind whether a structural or

functional network measure represents direct or indirect connectivity, since this can

have a profound impact on the interpretation of the results.

Defining regions of interest

An important consideration when building brain connectivity networks is the method

used to segment the cortex and sub-cortex [88]. Segmentations are a macroscopic

representation of microscopic neuronal architecture, the relationship between which is

not fully understood. This makes the choice of scale and algorithm complex. This study

used an anatomical segmentation of the cortex and sub-cortex into anatomical regions,

which has also been done in previous studies [37, 60, 183]. It is important to note that

anatomical segmentations are one of many potential segmentation strategies. Zalesky

et al. (2010) [217] used random segmentations to show that the scale of segmentation

(i.e. the size and number of segmented regions) and the angular resolution of DWI data
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affect the topological attributes of structural networks. Randomly segmented regions

do not generally correspond to specific anatomical or functional regions, and thus may

not be suitable to answer questions where regions should represent known areas of

functional specialization. Cammoun et al. (2012) [25] found a compromise between

anatomic and random segmentation by subdividing FreeSurfer regions into smaller

regions on multiple scales. Both Zalesky et al. (2010) [217] and Cammoun et al. (2012)

[25] acknowledge that while segmentation scale affects the outcome of network studies,

both coarse and fine segmentations have benefits and drawbacks, and thus choice of

scale should be made depending on the research question.

The segmentations discussed thus far do not use fMRI to delineate borders between

regions. This may result in regions which are not functionally distinct. Several groups

are working on methods of using functional data to segment grey matter. For example,

Blumensath et al. (2013) [21] uses region-growing in fMRI data to find subject-specific

functionally homogeneous parcels which are spatially contiguous and disjoint. The

method was reproducible within subjects, however there was no correspondence

between subjects’ segmentations, which precludes between-subject direct comparison

of connectomes using such a segmentation. Shen et al. (2013) [163] used a

group-wise clustering algorithm to produce functionally homogeneous and

non-overlapping parcels that correspond across subjects, thus allowing

between-subject comparisons. These methods, unlike the anatomical methods,

produce segmentations that estimate functionally segregated regions.

The anatomical methods and the two functional methods discussed above produce

’hard parcellations’ [170], where regions are represented by non-overlapping groups of

contiguous voxels. In some cases, hard parcellations may not be an appropriate

representation of true functional parcellations and connectivity patterns. Previous

studies have suggested that multiple overlapping functional networks exist [166]. Thus

a brain region might be involved in multiple networks, in which case the time series of

that region would be a mixture of signals. In such cases, hard parcellations are unable

to adequately address the mixture of signals, since all voxels within a region are

assigned the same weight. High-dimensional independent component analysis, on the

other hand, takes signal mixtures into account by defining nodes as (potentially

overlapping) spatial maps of functionally related voxels [12, 170]. Overlapping spatial

maps can also be produced using seed-based functional connectivity maps [192] and
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temporal functional modes [166]. Because spatial maps are often composed of

multiple groups of contiguous voxels, and spatial maps often overlap with each other,

each network typically describes non-contiguous and overlapping parts of the brain.

Depending on the research question, one could represent graph nodes by individual

networks. If contiguous regions are desired, each contiguous portion of a network

could be described by a separate node. In either case, connectivity can then be

estimated between pairs of regions and represented as a graph. The graph could

subsequently be analyzed using the methods described in this paper.

Another potential concern related to segmentation is regions with unique internal

connectivity patterns. Van den Heuvel and Hulshoff Pol (2010) [192] have shown that

voxels in one hemisphere of the motor strip have maximum correlation with voxels in

approximately the same location in the contralateral hemisphere. Previous studies have

shown that connectivity gradients exist in some parts of the brain [166]. These unique

connectivity features are poorly represented by distinct regions that assume uniform

intra-region connectivity. It is important to keep this in mind when interpreting the results

of connectivity analyses.

The question of segmentation strategy is not trivial and must be considered with great

care. Choice of segmentation method and resolution can have a profound influence

on network characteristics [43]. It is essential to realize that a poor segmentation can

inappropriately group functionally unrelated voxels into the same region, or can split

voxels with homogeneous signals into multiple regions.

Whether using a ’hard parcellation’ or a non-contiguous and overlapping

segmentation, if one wishes to analyze multiple subjects simultaneously, it is essential

that segmentations correspond across subjects [166, 170]. If this basic requirement is

met, then the visualizations methods presented in this paper can be applied to graphs

produced with the discussed segmentations, provided that a logical grouping of nodes

is provided. That being said, it is essential to realize that even though the visualizations

may show interesting results, poor segmentations can obscure true connectivity

patterns and interpretation of results.

Grouping regions of interest

Another issue related to segmentation is how to group regions. Regions can be

grouped anatomically [60], which was the strategy used in this study. Regions can also
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be parcellated using graph-theory based methods. For example, Betzel et al. (2013)

[18] used a Markov process to group nodes on multiple scales based on connectivity

obtained from diffusion data and evaluated each scaled based on several metrics

derived from structural or functional connectivity. In another study, Yeo et al. (2011)

[215] used a clustering approach to group nodes using resting-state fMRI data and

found node groups that were similar to resting-state networks. Previous studies have

shown that functionally-determined networks are highly interpretable and are

reproducible across sessions [36] as well as across sites and datasets [167], and as

such may provide a reliable parcellation to be used in graph-based brain connectivity

studies. The cortical parcellation from Yeo et al. (2011) [215] was used by Betzel et al.

(2014) [17] to assess changes in functional an structural connectivity across the

lifespan and Sripada et al. (2014) [177] to determine whether

attention-deficit/hyperactive disorder causes developmental lag within the connectome

as children grow older. In both cases, the borders of ROIs within each group

corresponded well with the borders of each of the parcellations. A functionally defined

parcellation could be used to group regions from a segmentation that does not have

corresponding borders, such as an anatomically-defined segmentation. However, this

may not be the best option if one or more ROIs have significant overlap with two

networks.

It is important to note that applying an existing cluster-based parcellation to a new

dataset assumes that the parcellation is representative of the new data set. It is

possible that the composition of node groups changes with age or in different

psychiatric states. In the case of task-based fMRI, such as in the MGH data set, it is

questionable whether resting-state-network-like groupings are an appropriate choice.

To circumvent these issues, study-specific node groups could be computed. However,

there is the question of what sample size is required to obtain a reliable estimate of

parcellations. Additionally, multiple scales may offer feasible node groups, the use of

which likely requires justification in the context of the research question being asked. In

spite of the uncertainty that is involved in using data-driven groupings of regions, their

functional basis makes them worthy of consideration in future studies assuming that

these uncertainties are taken into account when interpreting results.

Whether region groups are decided anatomically, in a data-driven manner, or in

another manner, the groupings can easily be used in worm plots and Connectograms
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to draw conclusions about within- and between-group connectivity. While these figures

cannot simultaneously represent node groups of different scales and compositions,

they can be used on each scale separately.

Multiple testing correction

The methods in this paper used mass univariate testing [198] to look for group

differences in brain connectivity on global, lobe-level and individual connection levels.

The large amount of tests involved in this approach must be addressed by using some

form of multiple testing correction. We addressed this by calculating an “effective

number of independent tests” and using that number in a Bonferroni correction [125].

Several similar methods exist [70], along with alternatives such as permutation testing

[106].

Even with a liberal method of multiple testing correction, few or no significant tests

may be found. While this is largely due to the large number of tests involved, the

problem can be magnified by low signal-to-noise ratios in data, which will weaken

observed statistical relationships. In these cases, a coarser level of analysis can

increase statistical power. For example, the network-based statistic method thresholds

individual test statistics of a network, identifies resulting connected components and

calculates a p-value for each component. By considering sub-networks rather than

individual connections, the network-based statistic gains statistical power, especially

when signal-to-noise ratios are low.

Another alternative to mass univariate testing is to use graph theoretical measures

[114, 154], which can also be used to study group differences and associations with

continuous variables, such as age and neurological test scores [17, 31, 60, 62, 218].

While the use of graph theoretical measures is a promising area of research, great

caution must be exercised when using them to describe group differences or changes

relative to a continuous variable. Deficiencies in the construction of input networks,

including inappropriate choice of regions defining nodes, might affect graph theoretical

measures and their interpretation, and their abstract nature makes it difficult to

determine whether observed associations are due to true changes in connectivity or

due to confounds [166].

Yet another alternative to mass univariate testing is “seed partial least squares

correlation” [115], which combines the ROI correlation matrices of all subjects and
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performs singular value decomposition to produce new matrices that can provide

information about which seed region contributes most to group differences. It is

important to note two differences between the correlation matrices from the partial

least square method and those used in this study. Firstly, it works with correlations of

voxels, and thus requires that all subjects’ brain scans are in the same space, which

ignores the individual anatomical and functional differences that exist between subjects

[210]. This can be overcome by considering regional time-series instead of voxel

time-series, in which case subjects do not need to be in the same space. The second

difference is that the partial least squares method considers correlations between two

mutually exclusive sets of time-series, and thus correlations between some pairs of

time-series are not considered.

The three alternatives to mass univariate testing described here, namely the network-

based statistic, graph theory measures and seed partial least squares correlation, are

viable alternatives that one might consider when there is a concern about statistical

power or signal to noise ratio. They are, however, incapable of identifying individual

significant connections. Both univariate testing and methods on a coarser scale are

worth considering when feasible and appropriate.

Along with mass univariate testing, the methods presented in this paper might be

affected by the effects of multiple testing when considering multiple connectivity

metrics. In this study we did not control for multiple comparisons of connectivity metrics

because the connectivity metrics that we used are likely highly dependent. That

combined with the fact that we only compared four metrics would result in minimal

effects of multiple testing correction. However, it is important to realize that not

correcting for multiple tests might inflate the false positive rate. Future studies that aim

to compare multiple connectivity metrics should evaluate the degree of dependence

that exists between metrics and choose an appropriate method of multiple testing

correction, especially if the comparisons are used to decide on a metric that best suits

their research question.

Alternatives to graph-based connectivity

This paper was primarily concerned with connectivity modelled by graphs, where ROIs

define nodes and relations between nodes define edges. There are, however, other

ways of defining connectivity. For example, functional connectivity is often examined
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using independent component analysis [24], (fractional) amplitude of low-frequency

fluctuation [221] and dual regression [54]. These methods produce spatial maps of

voxels with similar dynamics. Spatial maps of FA and MD can also be created from

diffusion MRI data. Both measures are used to assess the health of the white matter

tracts that are at the core of brain connectivity [113, 168, 206, 208, 211]. White et al

(2009) [211] discovered white matter “potholes”, which are FA hypo-intensities that are

spatially unique to each subject. While pothole locations often do not overlap between

subjects, the occurrence of potholes tends to be higher in subject groups than in

controls [206, 208, 211].

The visualizations presented in this paper were not designed to be used with voxel-

wise connectivity metrics. The worm plot, however, could be easily used to visualize the

results of voxel-wise connectivity studies by representing the statistical test associated

with each voxel within a network as a point in the plot. Points can then be grouped by

the networks to which they belong. The bi-modal connectivity plots could technically

be used with spatial map data. However, to show a bi-modal relationship there should

be a one-to-one correspondence between points in the functional and structural maps.

Although you can relate corresponding functional and structural voxels to each other,

voxel-wise relationships between diffusion and functional maps are rarely of interest

in connectivity studies. Rather, the interest lies in the relationship between functionally

connected grey matter regions and the white matter tracts that connect them. One could

use the bi-modal plots to show relationships between spatial maps originating from the

same modality, although this then becomes a uni-modal comparison. For example, one

could plot the relationship between z-scores from FA pothole analysis and z-scores of

radial diffusivity or mean diffusivity to determine whether a subject group’s FA potholes

have corresponding drops in other measures of white matter integrity. Unlike the worm

and bi-modal network plots, the connectogram cannot be used with voxel-wise data

since it is inherently meant to represent data that is represented as a graph. Of course,

one could use the spatial maps from voxel-wise analysis to define regions of interest

and subsequently use them to derive graphs, which could then be visualized using all

of the presented graphs, but this would then no longer be a voxel-wise analysis.

Whether examining connectivity via graph-based methods or using a voxel-wise

approach, an important consideration is whether to use spatial normalization. Spatial

normalization requires non-linear registration to a common reference space, thus
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potentially losing important information related to subjects’ unique anatomical features.

The use of spatial normalization assumes spatial overlap of functional activation or

white matter abnormalities across subjects. This assumption is often not the case

[210, 211]. An advantage of graph-based connectivity is that a common set of nodes is

the basic requirement to be able to compare subjects. Thus spatial normalization is not

a requirement, even though it is sometimes still used. Some voxel-wise methods such

as amplitude of low-frequency fluctuation and dual regression are also capable of

generating subject specific connectivity maps in subject space. Group voxel-wise

comparisons would still need to be carried out in standard space, but the registration

can then be done on the subject-specific maps. In this case, connectivity estimation is

not affected by normalization. Whether using spatial normalization or not, both spatial

map methods and graph-based methods are invaluable tools in the study of brain

connectivity.

Future directions

This paper focused on methods for integrated analysis and visualization of structural

and functional connectivity, and provided a proof of concept in rather small pilot studies.

In the future we will apply the methodology to larger samples, and will use it to evaluate

new methods of defining connectivity.

Conclusions

A method for integrated analysis and visualization of structural and functional

connectivity differences has been proposed. In two pilot studies it could be shown that

the approach enabled analysis of group differences, namely between elderly and

middle-aged subjects as well as between patients with schizophrenia and controls. The

method provides a way to evaluate connectivity metrics against each other for use both

uni- and bi-modally.
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Abstract

Typical brain development is characterized by specific patterns of maturation of

functional networks. Cortico-cortical connectivity generally increases, whereas

subcortico-cortical connections often decrease. Little is known about connectivity

changes amongst different subcortical regions in typical development. This study

examined age- and sex-related differences in functional connectivity between and

within cortical and subcortical regions using two different approaches. The participants

included 411 six- to ten-year-old typically developing children sampled from the

population-based Generation R study. Functional connectomes were defined in native

space using regions of interest from subject-specific FreeSurfer segmentations.

Connections were defined as: (1) the correlation between regional mean time-series;

and (2) the focal maximum of voxel-wise correlations within FreeSurfer regions. The

association of age and sex with each functional connection was determined using

linear regression. The preprocessing included the exclusion of children with excessive

head motion and scrubbing to reduce the influence of minor head motion during

scanning. Cortico-cortical associations echoed previous findings that connectivity

shifts from short to long-range with age. Subcortico-cortical associations with age were

primarily negative in the focal network approach but were both positive and negative in

the mean time-series network approach. Between subcortical regions, age-related

associations were negative in both network approaches. Few connections had

significant associations with sex. The present study replicates previously reported

age-related patterns of connectivity in a relatively narrow age-range of children. In

addition, we extended these findings by demonstrating decreased connectivity within

the subcortex with increasing age. Lastly, we show the utility of a more focal approach

that challenges the spatial assumptions made by the traditional mean time series

approach.
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Introduction

Understanding typical brain development is critical to understanding the mechanisms

behind neuropsychiatric disorders. Mental health in adulthood is highly dependent on

brain development beginning in the womb and continuing throughout adolescence and

into adulthood. One theory is that the neurobiological underpinnings of mental illnesses

are largely driven by miswired brain connectivity originating in childhood [48]. Through

an understanding of typical connectivity, we can identify aberrant patterns associated

with neuropsychiatric disorders.

Brain connectivity changes dramatically in the early years of life. In infancy, the

brain’s short-range connections are dominant [48, 69]. Throughout childhood and

adolescence, brain connectivity becomes increasingly distributed, with long-range

connections becoming stronger and short-range connectivity decreasing [48, 51, 151].

Connectivity between subcortical and cortical regions has been shown to decrease

with age in children [27, 78, 156, 181]. However, other studies have found the opposite

effect [156, 171]. Age-related differences in connectivity between subcortical and

cortical regions are accompanied by stronger cortico-cortical connectivity in older

children [181]. There have been few studies examining the role of connections

between different subcortical brain structures in children. Gaining a better

understanding of the age-related development of subcortical connectivity provides an

important baseline for the study of childhood psychopathology.

Development of brain connectivity is increasingly being studied using whole-brain

connectomes derived from resting-state functional MRI (rs-fMRI) [48, 151].

Connectomes represent brain connectivity between pairs of grey matter ROI’s

[23, 154]. Since connectome approaches evaluate networks within the entire brain,

they are well suited to evaluate the major changes taking place in typical

neurodevelopment.

In this study we utilized two connectome approaches to evaluate age and sex

associations in a large group of school age children across the functional connectome.

First, we used the correlation of the mean time series for brain regions involved in a

given connection to express uniform and homogenous connectivity. However,

connectivity in some regions becomes increasingly focal during development [49],

which we captured with a new measure of connectivity that determines the focal

maxima of correlations between ROIs. Each approach measures different aspects of
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connectivity, which can help parse whether connectivity differences in development

involve larger brain regions or tend to be more focal within an ROI.

Considering the mixed findings in the literature related to cortical and subcortical

connectivity, we aimed to determine age related differences in connectivity between

pairs of cortical and subcortical regions. In addition, we were interested in determining

how connectivity patterns differ with age between pairs of subcortical regions. This has

not yet been investigated in previous studies. Previous studies examining rs-fMRI

connectivity in typical development included subjects with a broad age range or had

small to moderate sample sizes (n < 200 in most cases)

[27, 51, 78, 151, 156, 171, 181]. Thus, to reduce heterogeneity, which could contribute

to the mixed findings, we used a large sample of six-to-ten year-old children from a

population-based cohort. By focusing on a narrow age range in a large sample, we

aimed to shed new light on brain development within a narrow period of childhood. This

age range is particularly interesting because it is a period in which the brain, behavior

and cognition are rapidly maturing [127, 135]. This critical phase in development can

provide clues into typical brain function, which can then be extended to evaluate

mechanisms governing psychopathology.

Materials and Methods

Participants

The participants of this study included a subgroup of children participating in the

Generation R Study, which is a large, population-based prenatal cohort study in

Rotterdam, the Netherlands [108]. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans were

obtained in a total of 1,070 children between 6 and 10 years of age. The protocol for

recruitment and study design is described in detail elsewhere [207]. General exclusion

criteria consisted of severe motor or sensory disorders (deafness or blindness),

neurological disorders, moderate to severe head injuries with loss of consciousness,

claustrophobia, and contraindications to MRI. Out of 1,070 children who visited the

research center for an MRI, 964 children underwent an rs-fMRI scan. Of those

children, 227 were screened as having problem behaviors using the Child Behavior

Checklist (see description below) and were excluded from the analyses. Furthermore,
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subjects were excluded due to excessive head motion (n=88), failed registrations

(n=21), failed or low quality cortical segmentations (n=126), less than 125 volumes left

after data scrubbing (n=5) and an incidental finding (n=1). The final dataset included

411 subjects. Informed consent was obtained from parents, and all procedures were

approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of the Erasmus MC, University Medical

Center Rotterdam.

Behavioral and IQ assessment

The children were assessed for behavioral and emotional problems using the Child

Behavior Checklist (CBCL/1½-5), which is a questionnaire filled out by their mothers

[2]. The CBCL is a 99-item inventory covering various behaviors reported by parents.

It uses a Likert response format (i.e. "not true", "somewhat true" and "very true"). The

CBCL was used to select children without problem behavior to ensure that associations

were independent of major behavioral problems. This was accomplished by excluding

participants with a score above the clinical cutoff on any syndrome, DSM-oriented, or

broadband scale, according to Dutch norms [186]. Further, to minimize the potential for

residual confounding, the square root of the sum of all items was used to compute a

total problem score to be used as a covariate in analyses.

Two subtests from a Dutch non-verbal IQ test (i.e. Snijders-Oomen Niet-verbale

intelligentie test, revisie [184]) were conducted, as described in Ghassabian et al. [72].

The mosaics subtest assessed spatial visualization abilities. The categories subtest

assessed abstract reasoning abilities.

MR-Image Acquisition

Magnetic resonance imaging data were acquired on a General Electric MR-750

3-Tesla whole-body scanner (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI) using a standard

8-channel, receive-only head coil. A three-plane localizer was run first and used to

position all subsequent scans. Structural T1-weighted images were acquired using a

fast spoiled gradient-recalled echo (FSPGR) sequence (TR = 10.3 ms, TE = 4.2 ms, TI

= 350 ms, NEX = 1, flip angle = 16°, matrix = 256 x 256, field of view (FOV) = 230.4

mm, slice thickness = 0.9mm). Echo planar imaging was used for the rs-fMRI session

with the following parameters: TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 85°, matrix = 64
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x 64, FOV = 230 mm x 230 mm, slice thickness = 4 mm. In a previous study the

number of TRs necessary for functional connectivity analyses was determined, and

therefore the first set of acquisitions acquired 250 TRs (acquisition time = 8min 20sec).

After it was determined that fewer TRs provided stable networks of higher quality (less

motion), the number of TRs was reduced to 160 (acquisition time = 5min 20) [209].

Children were instructed to keep their eyes closed and not to think about anything in

particular during the rs-fMRI scan.

MR-Image Processing

Anatomical Image Processing

Predefined ROIs were defined in native space and used as the anatomical regions to

quantify time-series data for brain-wide connectivity analysis. A total of 34 cortical

regions and seven subcortical ROIs were defined in each hemisphere of the brain in

native space from T1-weighted images using the FreeSurfer analysis suite () [57].

Details about the FreeSurfer data processing and quality control in the Generation R

Study are described elsewhere [134]. The FreeSurfer image, including the cortical and

subcortical labels were registered to the rs-fMRI data by applying the transformation

matrix resulting from a 12 degree of freedom affine registration of the T1-weighted

image to the rs-fMRI data [80]. Thus, all time-series for analyses were extracted from

native fMRI space.

Resting-State Image Processing

Resting-state fMRI data were preprocessed using a combination of tools from the

Analysis of Functional NeuroImages package (AFNI) [28], the Functional MRI of the

Brain Software Library (FSL) [111], and in-house software written in Python version

2.7.3. For the rs-fMRI’s acquired with 250 TRs, only the first 160 volumes were used so

that all time courses contained the same amount of information. Preprocessing of the

rs-fMRI began with slice-timing correction, motion correction, removing the first four

volumes, and 0.01Hz high-pass temporal filtering. Next, the six motion correction

parameters, the mean white matter signal and mean cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) signal

were regressed out of each voxel’s time course [64]. Finally, data scrubbing was used
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to further compensate for motion, removing volumes with excessive movement

[144, 145] since head motion during scanning can amplify developmental differences in

connectivity [144]. This effect is significantly reduced after compensating for movement

[48].

Given geometric distortions resulting from susceptibility artifacts, some ROIs were

excluded from the analyses. In order to identify affected ROIs, FSL’s Brain Extraction

Tool [165] was used to create a brain mask from the rs-fMRI. The proportion of voxels in

each ROI that intersected with the brain mask was computed for each subject. Overlap

between voxels believed to represent true signal (i.e., within the brain mask) was found

to be low in ROIs known to be affected by susceptibility artifacts. ROIs with a mean

overlap across subjects of less than 90% were visually inspected and those ROIs with

consistently low overlap were excluded from the analyses (entorhinal cortex, frontal

pole, inferior temporal gyrus, lateral orbitofrontal cortex, medial orbitofrontal cortex, and

temporal pole). In the remaining ROIs, only voxels in the intersection of the ROI and the

brain mask were included in the analyses. See Table 3.1 for a listing of included ROIs.

Brain-wide Connectivity Analysis

Brain-wide connectivity analyses were conducted in rs-fMRI native space, after the

FreeSurfer labels were mapped to the rs-fMRI data. The labels and preprocessed

rs-fMRI data were used to calculate pairwise region-to-region functional connectivity.

Before calculating functional connectivity, a 3 x 3 x 3 voxel median spatial filter was

applied to the preprocessed rs-fMRI to increase the signal to noise ratio. Two types of

functional connectivity matrices were calculated. First, the connection weight for each

pair of ROIs was calculated using a Pearson correlation coefficient of the mean

time-series between all pairs of ROI’s (MeanTS). For the second approach, Pearson

correlation coefficients were computed between all pairs of voxels within two ROIs, and

the pair with the highest Pearson correlation coefficient was selected to represent the

connection between those two ROIs. We coin this approach the "Anatomic and Local

Peak Activity Correlation Analysis" (ALPACA). The first approach represents

connectivity which is homogeneous over a pair of ROIs, whereas the second approach

represents the peak connectivity which is localized to focal areas within a pair of ROIs.

For both types of connectivity, only voxels that were part of the fMRI brain mask

were considered. This minimized voxels affected by geometric distortions from
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Table 3.1: Regions used in connectome analysis, grouped by location in the brain.

Cluster Region Abbreviation

Frontal (Fro)

Caudal anterior cingulate cortex Cac
Caudal middle frontal gyrus Cmf
Frontal pole FrP
Lateral orbitofrontal cortex LOf
Medial orbitofrontal cortex MOf
Paracentral lobule PCe
Pars opercularis POp
Pars orbitalis POb
Pars triangularis PTr
Posterior cingulate gyrus PCi
Precentral gyrus PrC
Rostral anterior cingulate gyrus RAC
Rostral middle frontal gyrus RMF
Superior frontal gyrus SFr

Occipital (Occ)

Cuneus Cun
Lateral occipital gyrus LOc
Lingual gyrus Lin
Pericalcarine cortex Pcc

Parietal (Par)

Inferior parietal lobule IPa
Postcentral gyrus PoC
Precuneus Pcn
Superior parietal lobule SPa
Supramarginal gyrus SMa

Subcortical (Sub)

Accumbens area Acc
Amygdala Amg
Caudate CaN
Hippocampus Hip
Pallidum Pal
Putamen Pu
Thalamus Tha

Temporal (Temp)

Banks of superior temporal sulcus BSt
Entorhinal cortex Erh
Fusiform gyrus Fus
Inferior temporal gyrus ITe
Insula Ins
Isthmus of cingulate gyrus ICG
Middle temporal gyrus MTe
Parahippocampal gyrus Phc
Superior temporal gyrus STe
Temporal pole TeP
Transverse temporal gyrus TrT
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influencing the connection weight. Prior to statistical analyses, to satisfy normality

assumptions for parametric statistics, Pearson correlation coefficients were converted

to the Z distribution using the Fisher R-to-Z transformation.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses were conducted with the statsmodels [160], scipy [140] and numpy

[195] packages in Python (v2.7). For each connection, two regression models were

fitted, one for MeanTS and one for ALPACA. In both cases, age, sex and the CBCL

total problem score were included as independent variables, and main effects were

examined for age and sex. The CBCL total problem score was included to account for

residual behavioral differences among included children. To control for multiple testing,

the number of effective independent tests/connections, Me f f , was computed for both

ALPACA and MeanTS according to the method outlined in [125]. The threshold of

significance was determined using the Sidak correction, αcorr = 1 − (1 − α)(1/Me f f ),

where α = 0.05. We additionally conducted a separate analysis in which interaction

between age and gender was tested by adding an interaction term to the model.

Multiple testing was controlled using the same thresholds as in the main-effects model.

Visualization

Connectograms [196] were used to visualize associations of age and sex with

functional connectivity. Connectograms are used in brain connectivity analyses to show

relationships between ROIs in a circular two-dimensional representation. ROIs are

positioned around the outside of the circle. A given connection is represented by a line

between the associated ROIs, where color and thickness are used to indicate specific

properties of a connection. In this study, ROIs were grouped by anatomy (see Table 3.1

for groupings) and by hemisphere. Only connections with significant associations are

shown. Red and blue represent positive and negative associations with age or male >

female and female > male in the case of sex, respectively. Increased color intensity

represents increased significance. Connectograms are often easier to interpret than

three-dimensional representations of connectivity in anatomical space [120].

Worm plots were used to directly compare groups of connections between MeanTS

and ALPACA [120]. Each point represents the association between the variable of
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interest and a specific connection. Connection-age association significance is on the

y-axis, which is the negative log of the p-value, multiplied by the sign of the association

and a scaling factor that is used to ensure that the line representing significance is at

the same location for both connectivity types. Connections were ordered along the

x-axis according to the anatomical group to which their ROIs belonged (see Table 3.1

for the list of ROIs belonging to each group). Groups were ordered by their mean

associations with ALPACA. Within each group of connections, points were ordered by

their association, which produces a worm-like shape. This allows easy comparison of

association strengths and distributions between connectivity types. The ordering was

performed separately for each type of connectivity, which means that the order of

connections likely differs between connection types. Points that are outside of the

dashed lines indicate connections with significant associations after correction for

multiple testing.

Results

Numerous age-related connections had significant associations that survived

correction for multiple testing. These are shown in connectograms in Figure 3.1 and

are summarized in Table 3.3 for age and Table 3.4 for sex. Negative associations with

age (i.e. weaker connection strength in older children) were dominant, including 24 of

48 (50%) connections in MeanTS and 66 of 84 (79%) in ALPACA. A large proportion of

negative associations with age were found in subcortical-to-subcortical connections,

including 18 of 24 (75%) in MeanTS and 38 of 66 (58%) in ALPACA. Significant age

associations with cortical-to-subcortical connections were primarily positive in the

MeanTS approach (17 of 19 connections, 89%) but negative in all 22 of ALPACA’s

significant associations with age. This suggests that functional connectivity between

subcortical and cortical regions increases homogenously over the entire volume of the

involved regions, but decreases focally with age. Positive associations involved all

lobes except for the occipital lobes in both approaches and subcortical regions in

ALPACA. No significant interactions between age and sex were found for either

ALPACA or MeanTS in any of the connections, once corrected for multiple testing.

T-tests and Pearson correlations also showed no significant relationship between age

and IQ, sex and IQ as well as age and mean displacement. There was a significant
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Table 3.2: Sample characteristics (n=411).

Characteristic Value

General
Age at MRI (years) 8.05 ± 0.99
Sex (M/F) 205 / 206
Non-verbal IQ 103.77 ± 14.40
Handedness (Right/Left/Unknown) 372 / 38 / 1

Ethnicity
Dutch (n) 316
Non-western (n) 68
Other western (n) 27

FMRI motion parameters
Average RMS Relative (mm) 0.11 ± 0.08

Pearson correlation between age and mean displacement (-0.15, p<0.05), however we

adjusted for motion as described in the methods section.

The age connectograms were relatively symmetric, suggesting that both

homogeneous and focal age-related differences occur similarly in both hemispheres in

the brain. Specific connections with symmetric age associations are shown in Figures

3.1D and 3.1E, where symmetry is intra-hemispheric (i.e. both ROIA,left-to-ROIB,left

and ROIA,right-to-ROIB,right are significant), inter-hemispheric (i.e. both

ROIA,left-to-ROIB,right and ROIA,right-to-ROIB,left are significant), or both. The

nucleus accumbens played a central role in symmetry in negative associations, which

were primarily in connections between subcortical regions in both network approaches.

Positive symmetry involved frontal, temporal, parietal and subcortical regions.

Figure 3.2 shows the distribution of connection weights grouped by lobe using a

worm plot [120]. Most subcortical/parietal and subcortical/frontal connection

associations with age were positive in MeanTS but negative in ALPACA. In other

words, in this group of edges homogeneous functional connectivity increases with age,

however, there are focal areas where functional connectivity decreases with age. There

were few connectivity differences between sex using both the ALPACA and MeanTS

approaches. MeanTS had a total of five significant associations with sex, including

three in which connectivity in males was larger than in females (left isthmus
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Figure 3.1: Connectograms [196] showing connections with a significant association of (A)
MeanTS with age (B) ALPACA with age and (C) MeanTS with sex. There were no connections
with significant associations with sex and ALPACA, therefore the corresponding connectogram is
not shown. Brain regions are divided according to location in the brain, including frontal (FRO),
temporal (TEMP), subcortical (SUB), parietal (PAR) and occipital (OCC). They are arranged in a
circle. Regions from the left hemisphere are on the left side of the diagram. Significant connections
between two regions are plotted as red (positive age associations, or male > female) and blue
(negative age associations, or female > male) lines, where color intensity indicates relative
significance. The opacity of each region indicates the relative number of significant associations
that each regions has. The age associations had a great deal of symmetry in both networks, as
shown in (D) for MeanTS and (E) for ALPACA. The connectograms in (D) and (E) show the subset
of connections that had intra-hemispheric (i.e. left-left and right-right connections were both
significant) and/or inter-hemispheric (i.e. left-right and right-left connections were both significant)
symmetry. These connections are also illustrated more abstractly and simply to the right of the
connectograms, where regions are represented by circles, connections are represented by lines
and the appearance of each line indicates the type of symmetry.
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Table 3.3: Location of significant associations with age.

Hemisphere
Left Right Between Total

ALPACA 30 20 34 84

Positive 8 5 5 18
Fro/Fro 2 1 1 4
Fro/Par 2 0 0 2
Fro/Temp 4 4 4 12

Negative 22 15 29 66
Fro/Par 1 0 0 1
Fro/Sub 3 0 1 4
Fro/Temp 0 1 3 4
Occ/Sub 0 2 1 3
Par/Par 1 0 0 1
Par/Sub 3 2 0 5
Sub/Sub 12 6 20 38
Sub/Temp 2 4 4 10

MeanTS 13 12 23 48

Positive 5 7 12 24
Fro/Par 2 1 0 3
Fro/Sub 2 3 5 10
Fro/Temp 0 2 2 4
Par/Sub 1 1 4 6
Sub/Temp 0 0 1 1

Negative 8 5 11 24
Fro/Par 1 0 1 2
Fro/Sub 1 0 0 1
Occ/Temp 1 0 1 2
Sub/Sub 5 4 9 18
Sub/Temp 0 1 0 1

cingulate/left lingual, left accumbens/left insula and left lingual/right hippocampus) and

two where females had greater connectivity than males (right accumbens/right caudate
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Table 3.4: Location of significant associations with sex.

Hemisphere
Left Right Between Total

MeanTS 2 2 1 5

Positive 2 0 1 3
Fro/Occ 1 0 0 1
Occ/Sub 0 0 1 1
Sub/Temp 1 0 0 1

Negative 0 2 0 2
Par/Sub 0 1 0 1
Sub/Sub 0 1 0 1

and right accumbens/right inferior parietal cortex). ALPACA did not identify any

significant associations after correction for multiple testing. This suggests that

sex-related differences in connectivity are homogeneous across the involved ROIs

rather than focal.

Discussion

In this study we examined age- and sex differences in functional connectivity by

applying two different, but complementary approaches to measure functional

connectivity. Both connectivity approaches revealed both common and different

patterns of connectivity in relation to age, and relatively similar patterns of connectivity

between boys and girls. Significant associations between connectivity and age

revealed a concentration of negative associations with age between pairs of

subcortical regions and positive associations between pairs of cortical regions. The

age associations generally displayed left-right symmetry. Additionally, when

connections were grouped anatomically, group-wise shifts in associations with age

were found. The two different connectivity indices were overall highly consistent;

however there were a number of connections where they diverged, suggesting that in a

subset of connections, functional connectivity changes with age either homogeneously

or focally over the involved ROIs, but not both.
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Figure 3.2: Worm plots [120] of association of functional measures with age and sex. Connections
are split into groups based on the location of the associated regions, including frontal (Fro),
temporal (Temp), subcortical (Sub), parietal (Par) and occipital (Occ). Connections within each
group are ordered by association strength, producing worm-like shapes. Order of groups on the
x-axis is ordered by mean association strength in ALPACA. On the y-axis is the negative log of
the p-value, multiplied by the sign of the test, multiplied by a scaling factor. Each point outside of
the dotted lines represents a significant association of age or sex with a specific connection.
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Connectivity increases in the cortex and decreases in the subcortex
with age

Both methods derived several cortico-cortical connections that were positively

associated with age. This is consistent with a recent study that found that

cortico-cortical connectivity increases during development in children from seven to 18

years of age [171]. Our findings expand upon this finding by demonstrating that

age-related increases in connectivity are present in a narrow age-range in young

children while utilizing two different methods for deriving connectivity indices. This

increase in connectivity parallels an increase in volume of the frontal, temporal and

parietal lobes, which has been reported to occur between the ages of six to ten years

of age [124]. Thus, the increased volume, which may be a result of synaptogenesis

and arborization, may also result in increasing cross-talk between brain regions.

Previous studies have found that functional connectivity increases with age in

long-range connections and decreases in short-range connections [51, 151]. This is

partially consistent with our observations, since many of the identified significant

positive associations were in connections between regions in different lobes and/or

hemispheres, and were thus medium to long-range connections. We did, however, find

a small number of both long-range connections that decreased with age and

short-range connections that increased with age. Thus, maturation of brain connectivity

may be region dependent, with many long-range connections increasing with age,

whereas some show decreases. While the regions with positive associations differed

between the two connectivity types, both support the notion of generally increasingly

distributed networks with age. Our observations are particularly interesting because we

focused on a narrow age range, whereas many previous studies focused on relatively

large age ranges [151]. It is remarkable that such striking connectivity differences with

age can be observed even a narrow age range in school-age children. This is likely a

result of the rapid neurodevelopment that occurs during this age range.

Age associations with connections between cortical and subcortical regions differed

between network approaches. MeanTS had a mix of positive and negative

associations, while ALPACA had exclusively negative associations with age, adding

new insight into the nature of previously observed changes in connectivity with age.

The negative associations in ALPACA suggest that focal connectivity between cortical

and subcortical regions decreases with age, which is consistent with studies reporting
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negative associations with age in connections between subcortical and cortical regions

in typical development [27, 78, 156, 181]. However, [171] found primarily positive as

well as some negative age associations between cortico-subcortical connections, and

[156] found that the thalamus had both positive and negative association with age in

development. Our results in MeanTS, which is an expression of functional connectivity

that is homogenous over the involved regions, also support the presence of

subcortical-to-cortical connection associations in both directions. Under the rubric of

specific functional brain networks or cortico-subcortical feedback loops associated with

neurodevelopment (i.e., the cortico-cerebellar-thalamic-cortical circuit (CCTCC))

[9, 190], the presence of both positive and negative associations between cortical and

subcortical regions may be expected. Maturing feedback loops involving similar

functions would show increasing connectivity with age, whereas those involved in

different functions would show less age-related functional connectivity. Significant

differences of cortico-subcortical functional connectivity with age are also parallel to

previously observed increases in size of the frontal, temporal and parietal lobes as well

as some subcortical regions [124].

While there is a wealth of developmental studies examining cortical-to-cortical

connections, and to a lesser extent subcortical-to-cortical connections, there is a gap

in the literature regarding age-related differences in the connectivity between different

subcortical structures. In this study, we found that all significant associations of

connectivity between subcortical regions with age were negative for both network

types. Our findings between subcortical structures may reflect networks transforming

from local to distributed during development, as was shown by [51]. However, their

study focused on cortical and cerebellar regions, and did not report on

subcortical/subcortical connectivity.

Structural MRI studies of subcortical structures examined how volumes of

subcortical regions change over time [124]. These changes include an inverted

U-shaped pattern in the volume of the caudate with peaks at 7.5 and 10.0 years of age

in females and males, respectively; an increase in hippocampal size in males only and

an increase in the size of the amygdala in girls only. The amygdala, hippocampus and

caudate were involved in subcortical connections with negative associations with age,

which was true for both networks for the amygdala and hippocampus, and only for

ALPACA in the caudate. As these regions have been shown to increase in volume
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during childhood and subsequently decrease during adolescence [173], their

communications with other subcortical regions likely also change during development.

It is thus possible that in the presence of later maturing cortical structures in young

children (i.e., prefrontal cortex) [124, 132], subcortical structures rely on within-system

connectivity. As the cortex matures and its connections to the subcortex strengthen

[32], this previous subcortical reliance on highly integrative connectivity may be

relaxed. Such an imbalance in timing of development has been previously proposed for

cortical/limbic connectivity [26, 91]. Given the importance of various subcortical

structures and their cortical connections with different psychiatric disorders (e.g.,

Cortico-cerebellar-thalamic-cortical loop in Schizophrenia, caudate motor in ADHD,

thalamus/basal ganglia/primary sensory networks) [27], having a better understanding

of differences within and between cortical and subcortical regions is a crucial

foundation for future efforts studying connectivity differences related to

psychopathology.

An interesting finding in this study was inter- and intra-hemispheric symmetry in age

associations. Symmetry in the negative associations in both network types was

primarily between subcortical regions with the nucleus accumbens playing a central

role, whereas positive symmetry involved frontal, temporal, parietal and subcortical

regions. This suggests that many bilateral connections within and between

hemispheres are developing simultaneously. The fact that many subcortical

connections with the accumbens area had negative associations with age in both

network types might be related to development of the reward center of the brain. The

accumbens has been linked to risk-taking behavior in adolescents [68], but previous

studies have not directly investigated the development of subcortical connection to the

amygdala in children. Our results suggest that activity is increasingly directed by

cortical regions rather than subcortical regions. Asymmetry in brain connectivity has

previously been observed in lateralization studies [5, 47, 97]. Adolescent and adult

brains are highly lateral across several resting state networks, with several brain

regions showing a decrease in lateralization with age [5]. In children, language

networks become increasingly left-lateralized throughout development [84, 97],

whereas visuospatial networks become right-lateralized [84]. Although lateralization of

the brain may be related to asymmetric association of functional connectivity with age,

this relationship has not been studied directly, nor can it be definitively assumed.
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Lateralization can increase even if the association with age is significant on both sides

of the brain. While symmetry in functional connectivity has been widely studied, the

symmetry of associations with functional connectivity have not. Examination of

association symmetry could be informative in future studies. For example, individual

deviations from the symmetry pattern found in typical development could be used as a

marker of psychopathology.

Sexual Dimorphism

Five connections had significant associations surviving correction of multiple testing of

MeanTS with sex. ALPACA did not have any associations with sex. Together these

results suggest that sex-related differences in functional connectivity are likely more

uniform across the involved regions, rather than being localized to spatially focal peaks.

These results could alternately suggest that MeanTS is a more robust measure of

sexual dimorphism. Previous studies of sex-related differences in resting-state

functional connectivity are sparse in this age range. A recent study did not find any sex

differences in the age range of 7-12 [171]. Additionally, diffusion tensor MRI study in

children aged six to ten found no significant sex-related differences in measures of

white matter integrity [137]. Both studies support our observation of few connectivity

differences between sexes in this age range.

The lack of observed sex differences in functional connectivity during development in

both our study and previous studies are surprising given that studies of structural

connectivity have found sex differences in relation to cognition and/or intelligence in

children and adolescents. Several previous studies have found sex differences in

structural connectivity [89, 158, 164], however, a recent DTI study in the current cohort

did not show sex differences [136]. Sex differences have also previously been

observed in neuroanatomical studies. For example, longitudinal structural MRI studies

have shown sex differences in grey matter volume in the frontal, parietal and temporal

lobes, as well as in the caudate, amygdala and hippocampus from childhood

throughout adolescence [124]. In this study, all of these regions with the exception of

the amygdala had connections with significant associations with sex. Given that

previous work present conflicting views on sex differences in connectivity and related

grey matter volumes, and since our study found a small number of connections with

sex differences in only one of the two functional networks studied, it seems that sex
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differences in functional connectivity are subtle and limited in typically developing

children in this age range. Measureable sex differences in the brain may emerge or

become unmasked with development, with differences between boys and girls may

become more apparent during adolescence and young adulthood.

Defining functional connectivity by peak activation versus over an
entire region

As described above, both network types were generally in agreement with each other

and with the existing literature. In some specific connections, some differences were

apparent across method with respect to associations in specific connections. In the

case of such differences, this suggests that the nature of the development of functional

connectivity is not the same for all regions. For example, MeanTS did not have

significant associations with age in fronto-frontal connections, whereas ALPACA’s

positive associations with age were exclusively found in fronto-frontal, fronto-temporal

and fronto-parietal connections. This is in line with findings of an earlier study that

suggested that cortical connections become increasingly focal with age [49]. This is in

contrast to age associations with the posterior cingulate, which were positive in

MeanTS but not ALPACA. This suggests that developmental changes in posterior

cingulate connectivity are distributed across the entire structure rather than localized in

a focal region. Previous studies have shown that connectivity in the default mode

network changes during development, including connections involving the posterior

cingulate [50, 182].

Increasingly diffuse connectivity with age was also found in cortical-to-subcortical

connections, which were primarily positive in MeanTS but exclusively negative in

ALPACA. This thus suggests a focal to diffuse trajectory with age. Such a trajectory in

subcortical-to-subcortical connections was not found since their age associations were

exclusively negative in both network types.

It is interesting to consider the differences between the two network types in the

context of the underlying neuronal architecture. If connectivity with grey matter is more

diffuse, with connecting neurons covering a more extensive surface of an ROI, then a

more diffuse representation, such as MeanTS, would better capture changes in

functional connectivity (e.g., a ’shared pathway’). On the other hand, if nerve

fiberindividual axonal pathways between two regions start and end in focal gray matter
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locations, then a focal representation of functional connectivity, such as ALPACA, may

target critical regions of connectivity.

There are additional factors that must be kept in mind interpreting results involving

ALPACA. For example, ALPACA’s focal approach may be more flexible in identifying

the location of activation because it does not average over entire regions, which can

blur the signal. This may be advantageous in relation to both structural and functional

variability because it may not always be sensible to assume the same spatial activation

patterns across individuals. On the other hand, ALPACA does not guarantee that the

activation detected across individuals corresponds to the same focal connection. For

example, it may be that a large region has more than one focal peak in connectivity.

ALPACA may thus choose one peak for some subjects and another for others, in which

case comparison across individuals would not involve the same connection.

Additionally, in some cases, weaker functional connectivity has been related to some

forms of psychopathology (e.g. autism [85] and depression [92]). In this situation,

finding the local maximum may not be desirable in the context of better explaining the

neurobiological underpinnings of psychopathology or identifying novel biomarkers

because the local maxima may not necessarily reflect the reduced connectivity across

the involved regions. Given the benefits and drawbacks and the underlying

assumptions of each network type, using both ALPACA and MeanTS simultaneously in

future studies may result in greater insights into different aspects of functional

connectivity and make inferences of whether a given connection has a diffuse or focal

connectivity pattern.

Strengths and limitations

While most studies on developmental functional connectivity focus on broad age

ranges with moderate sample sizes [151], many of which used task-based fMRI rather

than resting state fMRI, our study focused on a narrow age range and benefited from

increased statistical power due to the large cohort. The children included in this study

were sampled from a population-based cohort and were representative of the general

population, which helped to mitigate the common issue of selection bias of children

with higher than average IQ or greater socioeconomic status. An additional strength of

this study is that, by keeping our analysis in native space, our results were not

influenced by inter-subject registration, which has frequently been used in previous
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studies and has been shown to blur cortical areas [56, 210]. This study also effectively

used "brain-wide" visualizations to display large amounts of connectomic information,

namely in the connectograms and worm plots. In addition, we present both novel

findings as well as replication of observations from earlier studies, the latter being

important in neuroscience, which is a field plagued by many underpowered studies that

do not replicate [139, 141].

As previously mentioned, we used a FreeSurfer anatomical segmentation to define

our regions of interest. Anatomical segmentations have also been used in several

previous studies [25, 60, 183]. This approach benefits from a subject-specific

segmentation in native space, which does not require inter-subject registrations.

Studies that include inter-subject registrations are vulnerable to misregistration [48].

This approach may, however, fall short in the event that ROIs are not functionally

specific or homogeneous. Choice of segmentation can affect the results of

connectomics studies [43]. Functionally-defined ROIs can be obtained using fMRI.

Existing methods define regions to be either non-overlapping [21, 163, 215] or

overlapping [12, 169, 170, 192]. For example, [215] used functional MRI to define a

cortical segmentation that maximized functional specialization within regions across

subjects. The borders of the resulting functional ROIs were significantly different from

the anatomically-defined ROIs used in this study. Thus, a functional ROI may intersect

with several anatomical ROIs. Additionally, an anatomical ROI could be composed of

several functionally distinct regions or may be part of a larger functional region.

Because MeanTS averages signals over ROIs, some of which are quite large,

imprecise boundaries would likely be less of a problem than they would be for

ALPACA. However, in the case of large anatomical regions, where only a part of the

ROI is active, the MeanTS approach would average over the entire region, which would

not reflect activity in the active region. The ALPACA approach would circumvent this by

choosing the highest activation and the number of voxels involved in calculating the

correlation coefficient are always the same.

Functional connectivity studies, and particularly those involving pediatric

populations, are frequently impacted by motion artifacts, which can erroneously

increase long-range connectivity and decrease short-range connectivity [48, 59, 146].

Given that younger children tend to move more than older children, this can have an

impact on developmental studies. In this study, we corrected for motion using the
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"scrubbing" method [144, 145], where corrupted volumes are removed. While this

method significantly reduces the effect of motion [146], it is but one of many strategies

[48]. Among the drawbacks of the scrubbing method are the loss of data within

subjects, and the unequal degrees of freedom across subjects [146].

Another issue relevant to connectome-wide association studies is multiple testing

correction. This study calculated the "number of effective tests" for each network type

based on the covariance in the data, and used this number to adjust the significance

threshold. Some of the differences in associations between the two networks

investigated in this study could be simply due to the threshold chosen for each

network. This is one of many similar methods commonly used in genetics studies to

approximate permutation testing [162]. Permutation testing has been used previously

in connectomics [106], but remains a computationally expensive method of multiple

testing correction. Another option is to reduce the number of tests by using measures

such as the network-based statistic [216], or to consider graph theoretical measures

that produce node- or graph-level values [114, 154]. This approach has been used in

several studies [17, 31, 60, 62, 218], however it fundamentally shifts the research focus

from identification of relevant connections to the interpretation of measures that often

do not have a known relation to neuro-biology [166]. Lastly, this study included

individuals from the general population, rather than solely recruiting ’typically

developing’ children from the community. We utilized a common behavioral and

emotional problem inventory to exclude children with high levels of behavior problems

to maximize comparability of these data with the existing literature. While most

behavioral and emotional problems are robustly measured by this parent-report

instrument, the children themselves may arguably be better informants for some types

of problem behavior (e.g., internalizing vs externalizing problems). However, even with

some misclassification of problem behavior, the population-based nature of the present

sample is highly useful in that it greatly increases the generalizability of findings across

all individuals of the population, rather than only the ’typically developing’ individuals.

Conclusion

The current study provides both replication and novel findings for age-related maturation

of intrinsic connectivity. Replication of findings is noteworthy given our large sample size
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and narrow age range, coupled with critique regarding less than optimal reproducibility

and replication in the field of neuroimaging. Cortico-cortico connectivity was found to

increase with age, while connectivity between subcortical regions decreased with age.

Some cortico-cortical connections became increasingly focal with age, whereas other

cortico-cortical and most cortico-subcortical connections became more diffuse with age.

Additionally, we demonstrate the utility of native-space analyses of connectivity and offer

examples of how the data can be efficiently and intuitively displayed. Future studies

should explore using different anatomical or functional parcellations to determine to

what extent the connectivity patterns are influenced by ROI boundaries.
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Abstract

Brain connectivity is increasingly being studied using connectomes. Typical structural

connectome definitions do not directly take white matter pathology into account.

Presumably, pathology impedes signal transmission along fibres, leading to a reduction

in function. In order to directly study disconnection and localize pathology within the

connectome, we present the disconnectome, which only considers fibres that intersect

with white matter pathology. To show the potential of the disconnectome in brain

studies, we showed in a cohort of 4199 adults with varying loads of white matter

lesions (WMLs) that: (1) Disconnection is not a function of streamline density; (2) Hubs

are more affected by WMLs than peripheral nodes; (3) Connections between hubs are

more severely and frequently affected by WMLs than other connection types; and (4)

Connections between region clusters are often more severely affected than those

within clusters.
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Introduction

Understanding connectivity is essential to uncover the intricate workings of the brain.

Grey matter brain structures are connected by white matter fibres, the health of which

is crucial to brain function. It is hypothesized that disruptions in these connections may

affect cognition and other outcomes [200]. Our understanding of connectivity has been

deepened through the introduction of connectomics. A connectome is a graph in which

nodes represent regions of interest (ROIs) and edges represent connections between

them [174]. In the structural connectome, edges represent the degree to which regions

are joined by nerve fibres. This information is typically derived from diffusion weighted

images (DWIs) by estimating fibre pathways using tractography. Relevant edge

characteristics include fibre density, or average diffusion measures along tracts, such

as fractional anisotropy (FA) or mean diffusivity (MD).

While traditional measures of structural connectivity have been used to estimate

changes in the brain across subjects [120, 152], direct investigation of the effect of

pathology has largely focused on grey matter damage [31]. Since connections are

largely composed of white matter fibres, pathology such as white matter lesions

(WMLs) are very likely to affect the structural connectome. So far, the effect of WMLs

have been studied mainly using hypothetical lesioning [44]. Another study used WMLs

derived from patient data to estimate an altered connectome from connectivity data

derived from healthy controls [117]. While the method is useful when patient diffusion

data is not available, it requires non-linear registrations into standard space and relies

on an arbitrarily defined formula to compute reduced structural connectivity. A direct

study of the effect of WMLs on connectivity derived from subject data could provide

new information that is not captured by traditional connectivity measures.

Conventional connectivity measures of connectivity may not adequately describe the

impact of WMLs. For example, consider two axons, A and B, where B is shorter than

A and both have identical lesioned portions. Suppose that lesions have a negative

effect on signal transmission, which may include decreased transmission speed,

increased refractory period or increased minimum required stimulus. The net effect will

be the same for both A and B because they both have the same length of lesioned

fibre. However, the effect will not be equally represented by conventional connectivity

measures. WMLs will cause a change in mean diffusion measures [200], but the

measured effect will be lower in case A because the effect is averaged over a greater
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length. With increasing length, mean measures will converge to the value of a normal

fibre. In the case of streamline density, there is no guarantee that WMLs disturb

diffusion enough to result in a detectable reduction. Other measures should thus be

considered to adequately represent WMLs in connectomes.

In this study we expand on the disconnectome map [63, 191] with the introduction of

the structural disconnectome, a variant of the connectome in which only streamlines

that pass through white matter pathology are considered. By examining abnormal

streamlines separately, the effect of pathology on the connectome can be studied

directly. We characterize the WML disconnectome in older adults from a

population-based setting and compare it to the connectome to answer the following

questions: (i) Are strong connections more strongly affected by WMLs than weak

connections? (ii) Are highly connected ROIs more strongly affected by WMLs than

sparsely connected ROIs? and (iii) Which types of connections are most affected by

WMLs? By answering these questions we demonstrate the potential of the

disconnectome to study the effects of white matter disease on connectivity and provide

motivation for its use in the future.

Methods

Data

4199 subjects from the population-based Rotterdam Study [103], aged 45 to 100 (2346

females, mean age 63) were included. Magnetic resonance images (MRI) were acquired

on a 1.5 tesla GE Signa Excite scanner, including: (1) A T1-weighted (T1w) structural

scan (TR = 13.8ms, TE = 2.80ms, TI = 2000ms, 96 slices, slice thickness 1.6mm); (2) A

T2-weighted fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequence (TR = 8000ms, TE

= 120 ms, TI = 400ms, 64 slices, slice thickness 2.5mm); and (3) A diffusion-weighted

spin echo echo-planar DWI (TR = 8575ms, TE = 82.6ms, axial FOV 210 × 210mm,

slice thickness 3.5mm, 35 contiguous slices, maximum b-value 1000s/mm2 in 25 non-

collinear directions with three unweighted volumes).
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Image Processing

DWIs were processed as described in [39]. Briefly, volumes were co-registered.

Rotation components were used to realign gradient vectors. Diffusion tensor images

(DTI) were estimated using ExploreDTI’s Levenberg Marquardt estimator, including

upsampling to 1mm isotropic. FA was calculated from the DTI. WMLs were

segmented using an automated approach: (1) T1w data was segmented into grey

matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid using a k-Nearest-Neighbour classifier

[201]; and (2) tissue segmentation maps and FLAIR intensity values were used for

WML delineation [38]. The T1w image was parcellated into 83 ROIs using FreeSurfer

[55]. The parcellation was further segmented into 234 ROIs using the connectome

mapper toolkit [33]. The WML mask and ROIs were affinely transformed to DTI space.

Network generation

Estimated tensors were used to reconstruct deterministic streamlines using the diffusion

toolkit [203] with an angular threshold of 45°, an FA threshold of 0.2, and one seed per

grey and white matter voxel. The streamlines were smoothed using a spline filter (step

length = 0.5mm).

As illustrated in Fig. 4.1, a connectome (GNS) was created by defining nodes as

ROIs and connections as pairs of ROIs, with connection weight defined as the number

of streamlines intersecting both ROIs, normalized by dividing by the ROIs size. A

disconnectome (GPAS) quantified the proportion of affected streamlines (PAS) as the

fraction of streamlines that pass through the WML mask, where the numerator and

denominator were normalized. Mean group networks, MNS and MPAS, were created.

Only connections found in at least 60% of subjects were included to optimize the

balance between false positive and false negative connections [42].

Network metrics

Weighted node degrees of all networks were calculated. The PAS of a node was

defined as the normalized number of affected streamlines extending from the

corresponding ROI divided by the node’s weighted degree in GNS. In Fig. 4.1, the

degrees of nodes (purple, green, orange) was (2,3,3) in GNS and (1,0.5,1.5) in GPAS
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Figure 4.1: In this schematic example, three ROIs are considered, shown in green, orange and
purple. ROIs are connected by streamlines, which are depicted in black. In this example a WML,
drawn in red, affects two streamlines. The edges of the connectome, GNS, are defined by the
number of streamlines connecting each pair of ROIs. The edges of the disconnectome, GPAS,
are defined by the number of streamlines affected by WMLs divided by the total number of
streamlines. (Best seen in color.)

and the node PAS was (0.5,0.33,0.67). Nodes were classified as hubs if their degrees

were greater than or equal to the 85th percentile in MNS, and as periphery nodes

otherwise. Edges were classified as rich-club, feeder and local edges if they involved

two, one or zero hubs, respectively [44]. Louvain node clustering was used to group

nodes into highly interconnected modules.

Results

The mean connectome and disconnectome are shown in Fig. 4.2. The pattern of edge

weights is remarkably different between both graphs, where heavily-weighted edges are

primarily in and between the frontal and temporal lobes of the connectome, whereas

in the disconnectome they involve occipital, subcortical and some temporal regions.

These incongruencies are also observed in networks of individual subjects. Fig. 4.3

shows the relation between connectivity, disconnectivity and WML volume in both edges

and nodes. The Spearman correlation of connectome and disconnectome edges of

all subjects were positive, however they attenuated with increasing WML volume (Fig.

4.3 upper). The subject with the greatest WML volume (98 cm3) had a correlation of
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Figure 4.2: The mean graphs as connectograms. ROIs are aligned around the edge and grouped
according to their parent FreeSurfer region, indicated by the color in the outer ring. The inner
ring indicates the connectome degree and disconnectome node PAS. Increased edge weight is
represented by increased line color saturation.

0.28 (p < 10−16) when all connections were considered. The correlation was 0.02

(p = 0.57) when only connections with PAS>0 were considered. These results suggest

that the relationship between a connection’s number of streamlines and the degree of

disconnection is minimal.

The correlation of nodal degree and PAS was greater with increasing WML volume

(Fig. 4.3 lower). The subject with the highest WML load had a correlation of 0.53

(p < 10−17) when all connections were considered. The correlation was 0.50

(p < 10−14) when only connections with PAS>0 were considered. In other words, the

communication pathways of nodes which are better connected to the rest of the brain

are generally more vulnerable to WMLs.

Hub nodes were almost exclusively found in the frontal and temporal lobes. Edges

were grouped according to how many hub nodes they involved. Characteristics of edge

groupings are show in Fig. 4.4. Across subjects, paired t-tests between edge groups

showed differences in both within-group mean PAS (Fig. 4.4A) and within-group fraction

of affected connections (Fig. 4.4B). These results suggest that edges with increased

hub involvement are both more severely and more frequently affected by WMLs.

The distribution of PAS across connections in the mean disconnectome within and

between modules is shown in Fig. 4.5. In all but two modules the difference between
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Figure 4.3: Relationship between connectivity, disconnectivity and WML volume. Correlations
were computed between the connectome and disconnectome of each subject for both edges
(upper) and nodes (lower), the distributions of which are shown in the histograms on the y-axis.
The x-axis histogram shows the distribution of WML volume across subjects. The scatter plots
show the relationship between the correlations and WML volume.

inter- and intra-module PAS was negative. The two positive differences were in the two

modules with greatest hub composition, reflecting the previous observation that hubs

take part in connections with greater PAS.

Discussion

In this proof-of-concept study among a large sample of community-dwelling subjects

with varying WML load, we introduced the concept of the disconnectome and used it to

show the extent to which WMLs affect brain connectivity. We found that nodes with a

high degree are more likely to be involved with connections affected by WMLs,

whereas edges with a high streamline density are not more affected by WMLs than
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of affectedness per edge type. (A) Mean PAS per subject in each edge
group. (B) Fraction of connections with PAS > 0 per subject within each edge group.

Figure 4.5: Distribution of intra- (blue) and inter- (white) module affectedness per module. The
median is shown by a thick line and the 25th and 75th percentile are shown by thin lines. * and
** indicate p < 0.05 and p < 10−6 in paired Welch’s t-tests, respectively. Modules are ordered
according to t-test outcome. Percentage of hub nodes in a module is shown along the top of the
figure.
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those with low density. Additionally, connections between hubs are most affected by

WMLs and connections between peripheral nodes are least affected. Connections

between modules are generally more affected than those within modules. Surprisingly,

connections with highest PAS primarily involved interhemispheric subcortical and

intrahemispheric occipital connections, whereas WMLs develop most frequently on

tracts between frontal and both parietal and occipital regions [40]. Overall, these

observations provide clues into the mechanism and spread of WMLs, suggesting that,

with the exception of a small subset of connections, WMLs are found primarily in

regions of high connectivity without preference for streamline density.

This study showed that valuable insights about brain connectivity can be gained by

studying the disconnectome. Future studies could benefit from including the

disconnectome in their analyses. For example, studying the disconnectome in relation

to health outcomes such as cognitive deterioration can shed light on how structural

connectivity affects functioning and yield new information about differences between

disorders. Previous studies have shown that brain hubs and their connections play

crucial roles in several neurological and psychiatric brain disorders [193]. It would be

interesting to see whether some hubs are more affected by pathology than others in

one disorder versus another.

The disconnectome could also confirm findings of lesion simulation studies. The effect

of WMLs on connectomes was previously simulated by deleting edges and examining

the effect on graph theory measures [44]. While this revealed valuable insights into the

potential effects of lesioning on brain networks, the conclusions were theoretical since

real lesion data was not incorporated. A study of the effects of real WMLs on network

measures would provide complementary information to these theoretical insights, e.g.

where lesions appear in practice and the relative importance of specific connections to

network function. Furthermore, studying disconnectomes would provide a continuous

measure of lesion effects, whereas the simulation considered only the binary case (i.e.

undamaged fibres versus those with complete loss of function).

Another study examined the effects of grey matter lesions on simulated functional

connectivity [7]. Simulations of the effect of WMLs on functional connectivity could be

validated using the disconnectome and real functional data. Studying the

disconnectome and functional connectome together may help to clarify the complex

relationship between structural and functional connectivity.
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Conclusion

Although conventional connectomes have made invaluable contributions to the

understanding of the human brain, they do not directly measure disconnection

resulting from white matter pathology. The newly introduced disconnectome, which

reflects the percentage of streamlines that pass through pathology, can increase our

understanding of the effect of pathology on the brain. The use of disconnectomes has

the potential to deepen the understanding of disorders, such as schizophrenia and

neurodegeneration, and normal processes, such as ageing.
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Abstract

We present the largest population-based heritability study of the human brain structural

connectome, including a pathology-sensitive extension, the disconnectome. The

disconnectome maps the effect of white matter lesions throughout the brain. The

connectome and disconnectome were generated from diffusion-weighted images of

4111 subjects from the Rotterdam Study aged between 45 and 99 years. Graph theory

measures were derived for both the connectome and disconnectome. Genotypes were

used to derive genetic relationship matrices between individuals for heritability

analyses. High measures of heritability, from 33% to 51%, were found across all

connectivity measures. The disconnectome showed more significantly heritable

connectivity measures than the connectome, suggesting that the new proposed

measure may reveal additional or complementary information about the genetic

architecture of the human brain.
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Introduction

Healthy white matter is essential to brain function. Damage to white matter tracts may

affect cognition and other outcomes [200]. In recent years, brain connectivity has been

modeled by the connectome, which is a graph in which nodes represent regions of

interest (ROIs) and edges represent connections between them [174]. In the case of

structural connectivity, edges are assigned weights which reflect the degree to which

regions are connected by nerve fibres. They are typically derived from diffusion weighted

images (DWIs) by estimating fibre pathways using tractography. Traditional measures of

structural connectivity include the number of fibres connecting pairs of ROIs and mean

diffusion measures between them.

Given that connectivity is mediated via white matter tracts, one would expect that

white matter pathology such as white matter lesions (WMLs) has a significant effect on

the brain. However, the connectome does not take WMLs directly into account.

Previous studies have modelled WMLs in the connectome using hypothetical lesioning

[44] and by estimating altered patient connectomes from connectivity data derived from

healthy controls [117]. While these studies have yielded useful insights, they are both

forced to make assumptions about the degree to which lesions affect a given

connection. Modelling the topology of disconnection in the brain may yield new

knowledge with regards to how and where pathology affects brain connectivity. In order

to directly study disconnection, this study defines the structural disconnectome, which

extends the disconnectome map [63, 191] and reflects the location of white matter

pathology within the connectome.

A better understanding of the genetic underpinnings of brain connectivity and

disconnectivity can help to identify the mechanisms that control communication within

the brain, including those that give rise to neurological and psychiatric illness [185].

Current multi-center efforts showed that is it possible to discover genetic variants that

influence the volume of several brain regions [3, 19, 94, 95]. To power such analyses

requires data from tens of thousands of individuals. Also, the choice of appropriate

neuroimaging measurements (phenotypes) is critical to identify target genetic variants

while performing genome-wide association analysis. Alternatively, genetic heritability

analysis summarizes the strength of genetic influences on a phenotype and requires

much less data. Effectively, the powerful heritability paradigm allows the prioritization of

neuroimaging measurements for future genome-wide association studies.
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In this work, we aimed to determine the heritability of measures derived from the

connectome and disconnectome in the general population. This allows us to localize

the genetic underpinnings of both normal connectivity and the relation with white matter

lesions.

Methods

Participants and Imaging

This study involved 4111 unrelated subjects from the Rotterdam Study, an ongoing large

population-based cohort study of participants that are 45 years and older living in the

Ommoord suburb of Rotterdam, the Netherlands [96]. Brain MRI was implemented in

the study protocol from 2005 onwards [103]. Magnetic resonance images (MRI) were

acquired on a 1.5 tesla GE Signa Excite scanner, including: (1) A T1-weighted (T1w)

structural scan (TR = 13.8ms, TE = 2.80ms, TI = 2000ms, 96 slices, slice thickness

1.6mm); (2) A T2-weighted fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequence (TR

= 8000ms, TE = 120 ms, TI = 400ms, 64 slices, slice thickness 2.5mm); and (3) A

diffusion-weighted spin echo echo-planar DWI (TR = 8575ms, TE = 82.6ms, axial FOV

210 × 210mm, slice thickness 3.5mm, 35 contiguous slices, 25 non-collinear directions

at b = 1000s/mm2 and three volumes at b = 0).

Image Processing

DWIs were processed as in [39]. Briefly, volumes were co-registered. Rotation

components were used to realign gradient vectors. Diffusion tensor images (DTI) were

estimated using ExploreDTI’s Levenberg Marquardt estimator, including upsampling to

1mm isotropic voxels. FA was calculated from the DTI. WMLs were segmented using

an automated approach: (1) T1w data was segmented into grey matter, white matter

and cerebrospinal fluid using a k-Nearest-Neighbour classifier [201]; and (2) the

segmentation maps from step one and the FLAIR intensity values were used for WML

delineation [38]. The T1w image was parcellated into 83 ROIs using FreeSurfer [55].

The WML mask and ROIs were affinely registered to DTI space.
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Figure 5.1: In this schematic example, three ROIs are considered, shown in red, orange and
yellow. ROIs are connected by streamlines, which are depicted in cyan. In this example a WML,
drawn in pink, affects two streamlines. The edges of the connectome, GNS, are defined by the
number of streamlines connecting each pair of ROIs. The edges of the disconnectome, GPAS,
are defined by the number of streamlines affected by WMLs divided by the total number of
streamlines. (Best seen in color.)

Network generation

Estimated tensors were used to reconstruct deterministic streamlines using the diffusion

toolkit [203] with an angular threshold of 45°, an FA threshold of 0.2, and one seed per

grey and white matter voxel. The streamlines were smoothed using a spline filter (step

length = 0.5mm).

As illustrated in Fig. 5.1, a connectome (GNS) was created by defining nodes as

ROIs and connections as pairs of ROIs, with connection weight defined as the number

of streamlines intersecting both ROIs, normalized by dividing by ROI volume. A

disconnectome (GPAS) quantified the proportion of affected streamlines (PAS) as the

fraction of streamlines that pass through the WML mask.

Network metrics

Several graph theory measures were computed from the connectome as described in

[154], including the shortest path length between all pairs of nodes, weighted degree,

closeness centrality, nodal clustering coefficient, number of triangles around a node,

characteristic path length, global efficiency, mean clustering coefficient, mean number

of triangles and the total weight. Similar measures were derived from the

disconnectome. On the edge level this included shortest path disruption,
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Table 5.1: Heritability of global and nodal measures

Heritability (%)
Measurement Max # significant

Global
Connectome
Characteristic path length 14 0
Global efficiency 34* 1
Total weight 34* 1
Mean clustering coefficient 34* 1
Mean number of triangles 40* 1

Disconnectome
Global PAS 19 0
Mean nodal PAS 37* 1
Mean nodal integration disruption 38* 1
Mean clustering coefficient 35* 1
Mean number of triangles 5 0

Nodal
Connectome
Closeness centrality 35* 1
Clustering coefficient 17 0
Number of triangles 32 0
Degree 41* 4

Disconnectome
Clustering coefficient 41* 2
Number of triangles 37* 2
PAS 44* 5
Integration disruption 40* 10

*Significant heritability estimates based on FDR threshold

l̂i,j = ∑u,v∈p(i,j) du,v, where u, v, i and j are nodes, p(i, j) is the shortest path between

i and j defined over the connectome and du,v is the PAS between u and v. On the
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Edges: heritability (%)

33 39 45 5136 42 48

Nodes: number of significant paths

640 752 31
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Figure 5.2: Heritability of shortest path length and disruption. Regions of interest (ROIs) are
grouped by lobe. Lines in the center correspond to edges with significant heritability. The color in
the outer ring corresponds to the number of paths with significant heritability associated with a
given ROI.

nodal level this included PAS (i.e. the fraction of streamlines extending from an ROI

which are affected by WMLs), integration disruption (i.e. the average shortest path

disruption across all paths related to an ROI), clustering coefficient and number of

triangles. Global disconnectome measures included integration disruption (i.e. the

average shortest path disruption across all paths), mean nodal clustering coefficient,

mean nodal number of triangles, mean nodal PAS and global PAS (i.e. the proportion

of all streamlines which are affected by WMLs).

Heritability analysis

Heritability (h2) is the proportion of total phenotypic variance accounted for by additive

genetic factors, and is quantified by comparing the observed phenotypic covariance

matrix with the covariance matrix predicted by the genetic relationship matrix (GRM). In

the case of high heritability, the covariance of a trait is greater among genetically similar
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individuals.

We used Massively Expedited Genome-wide Heritability Analysis (MEGHA) [71] to

estimate heritability in our population. This method allows fast and accurate estimates

of heritability across thousands of phenotypes based on genome-wide genotype data

of common genetic variants from unrelated individuals. As previously described [4], a

GRM matrix was constructed using the 1000 Genomes imputed genotypes, filtered on

imputation quality (R2 < 0.5) and allele frequency (MAF < 0.01). We calculated

pairwise genetic relatedness between 4111 individuals. We removed participants with

more than 0.025 genotype similarity, resulting in a final study population of 3255

subjects. The threshold was chosen based on a previous study [213]. The analysis

was then performed in the remaining unrelated subjects while correcting for age and

sex. An inverse Gaussian transformation was also applied to ensure normality of the

graph theory measurements.

To correct for multiple comparisons across all connectome and disconnectome

measurements, we used the standard False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction

algorithm [214] at q = 0.01, resulting in a p-value threshold of 0.000 49.

Results

WMLs were found in all subjects with a mean, median and standard deviation of 5.6ml,

2.8 ml and 8.7 ml, respectively. The range of values was from 0.2 ml to 88.8 ml. WMLs

were 57% heritable.

Graph measures were found to be significantly heritable in both the connectome and

disconnectome. The global measures were similarly heritable between both types of

connectivity (Table 5.1), where the highest heritability was for mean number of

triangles in the connectome (40%) and mean nodal integration disruption in the

disconnectome (38%). Nodal measures were much more heritable in the

disconnectome than in the connectome (Table 5.1). All disconnectome measures were

significant, where the highest heritability was 44% in the PAS of the pericalcarine

cortex, whereas only two connectome properties had significant heritability. This

included closeness centrality in the lateral orbitofrontal gyrus (35%) and degree in four

nodes, with maximum heritability in the superior temporal gyrus (41%).

Moreover, on the level of edges, while both types of connectivity were heritable, path
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measures in the disconnectome were much more heritable than those in the

connectome over the whole brain (Fig. 5.2). In general, the edge heritability was

distributed quite uniformly over all brain regions. However, in the disconnectome, the

inferior parietal lobule and paracentral sulcus have noticeably more significantly

heritable edges. This could potentially mean that WML pathology has stronger genetic

architecture that affects the paths to these regions.

Discussion

In this work we investigated the heritability of brain connectivity and disconnectivity in

3255 unrelated healthy adult subjects. We showed that these measures are highly

heritable. Furthermore, our work demonstrates that the proposed disconnectome

measures are relevant phenotypes for genetic studies.

Although the subjects in this study were all community-dwelling individuals, they all

expressed WMLs to some degree. This is a common finding in aging [105]. While exact

mechanisms are poorly understood, they are generally believed to reflect cumulative

vascular damage and are related to cognitive deterioration.

The construction of the disconnectome as presented in this study is limited by the

fact that diffusion in lesions differs from that in healthy tissue. This in turn can impede

tractography and thus result in underestimated disconnection. Nevertheless, our method

found a considerable location-specific genetic link with WML-related disconnectivity in

the brain.

The heritability of the disconnectome suggests that the presence of WML across

connections between brain regions is not random, but rather it has its own genetic

architecture. WMLs are known to be associated with the risk of stroke, decreased

cognitive function and dementia [45]. Therefore understanding which genes affect the

particular disconnectome properties can give insight into etiology of these complex

diseases.
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Conclusion

This is the first population based genetic analysis of high-dimensional connectivity and

disconnectivity properties in the brain. The disconnectome provides a way to localize the

effects of WMLs to specific connections or regions in the brain. This study showed that

disconnectome measures may be complementary or even superior endophenotypes

than the classical connectome, suggesting their value for further genetic association

analysis. The genetic determinants underlying these heritability estimates have yet to

be identified by future association analysis.
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Abstract

Previous studies have linked age-related white matter hyperintensities (WMHs) to

cognitive impairment globally. We aimed to determine this relationship in specific

connections. Brain connectivity and WMH-related disconnectivity were derived from

3744 participants of the population-based Rotterdam Study. Connectivity was

represented by the diffusion-tensor connectome, whereas the disconnectome

represented disconnectivity due to WMH. The relationship between (dis)connectivity

and cognitive measures was estimated using linear regression. Lower disconnectivity

and higher connectivity corresponded to better cognitive function. There were many

more significant associations in the disconnectome than in the connectome. Most

connectome associations attenuated when disconnection was included in the model.

WMH-related disconnectivity was especially related to executive functioning. Increased

cognitive speed corresponded to increased connectivity in specific connections

independent of WMH presence. WMH-related disconnectivity explains more variation

in cognitive function than does connectivity. Efficient wiring in some connections is

important to information processing speed independent of WMH presence.
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Background

White matter pathology is increasingly being linked to cognitive impairment.

Macroscopic white matter changes assessed using imaging include white matter

atrophy and white matter hyperintensities (WMHs). These imaging markers have been

associated with cognitive decline [45, 81], impairment in gait [179], depression [35],

and an increased risk of stroke and dementia [45]. These observations have resulted in

the disconnection hypothesis, which states that a loss of white matter connectivity will

lead to a loss of communication between different cortical regions resulting in loss in

function [66, 67, 82, 121]. Support for the disconnection hypothesis has grown with

studies showing that reduced microscopic white matter connectivity, operationalized by

diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI) measures, relates to worse brain function [121, 142].

Yet, previous work has almost invariably been performed on a global level, and

surprisingly little is known about direct, spatial effects of pathology and loss of

connectivity on a local level on brain function such as cognition. We recently showed a

location-specific link between WMH-related disconnectivity and reduced functional

brain connectivity [121]. However, the association of local white matter (dis)connectivity

and specific cognitive domains is as yet unknown.

In order to study location-specific disconnectivity, it is necessary to understand how

brain regions are connected. Thanks to advances in methods to acquire and process

magnetic resonance images (MRIs), these connections can now be used to build

networks called connectomes. The structural connectome quantifies the degree of

connectivity between grey matter regions of interest (ROIs) and is generally estimated

by tracking streamlines (or ’tracts’) through the white matter using DTI [174]. It has

been successfully used to estimate group differences [120, 152] and associations with

age [17] and atrophy [218]. However, traditional measures of structural connectivity,

such as streamline density and tract-specific diffusion measures, do not directly reflect

disconnection, and as such may not adequately represent the extent to which

pathology, such as WMHs, affects connectivity [152]. Studies of connectivity in brains

with pathology may therefore benefit from a datastructure which models

pathology-related disconnection directly, on a local level.

Previous studies have attempted to model disconnection by generating altered

connectomes, where the weight of a given connection is decreased to simulate the

effects of lesions [44, 117]. This, however, assumes that we know the effect of a lesion
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on any given connection. In reality, the degree to which a lesion inhibits the function of

a white matter tract is unknown. For this reason we developed the structural

disconnectome [119], a subject-specific adaptation of the structural connectome in

which only white matter tracts passing through WMHs are taken into account. It thus

estimates the damage to each connection in subject space.

In this study we used the disconnectome to investigate the relationship between

white matter disconnectivity and cognition in a population-based setting. We

hypothesized that the disconnectome will be significantly linked to measures of

cognitive function, more so than gross measures like total white matter hyperintensity

volume and connectome-based measures.

Methods

Setting

This study involved participants of the Rotterdam Study, an ongoing large population-

based cohort study of participants that are 45 years and older living in the Ommoord

suburb of Rotterdam [96]. Brain MRI was implemented in the study protocol from 2005

onwards [104] and 5430 non-demented participants without contraindications to MRI

were eligible for scanning from 2006 to 2011. In total, 4841 participants were scanned.

Similar to [30], subjects were excluded in the case of incomplete acquisition (n = 53),

presence of artifacts in the DWI (n = 112), presence of cortical infarcts detected in

MRI (n=160), history of clinical stroke (n=116) and missing cognition data (n = 524).

Participants were further excluded if the grey matter parcellation failed (n = 45) or if the

tissue segmentation (see below) was visually judged to be of low quality (n = 87). An

additional 30 subjects were excluded due to insufficient dementia screening, resulting

in 3714 participants for the analyses.

The Rotterdam Study has been approved by the medical ethics committee according

to the Population Study Act Rotterdam Study, executed by the Ministry of Health,

Welfare and Sports of the Netherlands. Written informed consent was obtained from all

participants.
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Image acquisition and processing

Multisequence MRI was performed on a 1.5 tesla General Electric Signa Excite

scanner. A quality assurance protocol ensured that the system remained unchanged

(i.e. no major updates or upgrades) during the period of inclusion. The scanning

sequence included a T1-weighted image (T1w, TR = 13.8 ms, TE = 2.80 ms, TI = 400

ms, 96 slices of 1.6 mm), a T2-weighted fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR)

sequence (TR = 8000 ms, TE = 120 ms, TI = 2000 ms, 64 slices of 2.5 mm), a proton

density weighted image (PD, TR = 21,300 ms, TE = 17.3, 90 slices of 1.6 mm) and a

spin echo echo-planar DWI (TR = 8575 ms, TE = 82.6 ms, axial field of view = 210 ×
210 mm, 35 contiguous slices of 3.5 mm, maximum b-value 1000 mm2/s in 25

noncollinear directions with three unweighted volumes). We refer to [103] for additional

details about the image acquisition. A technical issue between February 2007 and May

2008 resulted in 1220 subjects being scanned with swapped phase and frequency

encoding directions in the diffusion sequence, resulting in a mild ghosting artifact in the

phase encoding direction [39]. This was included as a potential confounder in the

statistical analyses.

Tissues were automatically segmented from structural MRIs into grey matter, white

matter and cerebral-spinal fluid [201]. The tissue segmentation and FLAIR image were

used to automatically segment WMHs [38], after which the full tissue segmentations

were manually inspected and corrected in case of errors. WMH segmentations were

moved to diffusion space using an affine transform [80]. Grey matter ROIs were

delineated by first parcellating the T1w image into cortical and subcortical parcels

using FreeSurfer [55]. Parcellations were then affinely transformed to diffusion space.

DWI volumes were co-registered to reduce the effect of eddy currents and subject

motion. This resulted in rotation parameters, which were used to correct the gradient

vectors. Diffusion tensor images (DTIs) and diffusion parameters, such as fractional

anisotropy and mean diffusivity, were computed using a nonlinear Levenberg Marquardt

estimator [123].

Definition of connectivity and disconnectivity

Fiber assignment by continuous tracking was used to estimate streamlines from the

DTIs using the Diffusion Toolkit [203]. The edges of the connectome were defined by
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the number of streamlines intersecting the ROIs associated with the edge. The edges

of the disconnectome were defined as the proportion of a given connection’s

streamlines that pass through at least one WMH voxel. Both networks were

constructed and the connectome’s global efficiency measure [154] was computed

using the NetworkX Python package [86]. Global efficiency is a measure of how well a

network is able to exchange information between ROIs.

Measures of cognitive function

For details of the cognitive test battery we refer to [30]. Briefly, this battery included: (1)

The 15-Word Learning Test (WLT), which includes immediate recall, delayed recall and

word recognition to investigate memory [20]; (2) The Stroop Test, which includes

reading, color-naming, and interference tasks and assesses executive function and

information processing speed [74, 75]; (3) The Letter-Digit Substitution Task (LDST),

which assesses information processing speed and executive function [194]; (4) the

Word Fluency Test (WFT), which assesses executive function [205]; and (5) the Purdue

Pegboard Test, which measures fine motor speed [46]. The Stroop test outcomes were

inverted such that higher scores corresponded to better performance, which is the

case with the other tests. A composite cognitive score, the g-factor, was computed

using a principal component analysis on the z-scores of: (1) the delayed recall score of

the 15-Word Learning Test; (2) the Stroop Interference Test; (3) the Letter-Digit

Substitution Task; (4) the Word Fluency Test; and (5) the Purdue Pegboard Test [102].

Statistics

Linear regression was used to assess the global and local relationship between

connectivity and WMH-related disconnectivity as determinants and cognitive measures

as outcomes, using several models. Global models estimated the relationship for: (1)

WMH volume, (2) global efficiency; and (3) WMH volume and global efficiency in the

same model including an interaction term. Similarly, for each edge, models were fit

with: (1) the edge value in the disconnectome; (2) the edge value in the connectome;

and (3) the edge value in both the disconnectome and connectome including an

interaction term. Only edges which existed in 60% of subjects were included in the

analysis based on a previous study that found that this threshold reflects a balance
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between false positives and false negatives [42]. All models included age, gender,

supratentorial intracranial volume and encoding direction as covariates. Before fitting

each model, all connectivity variables, disconnectome edges, and WMH volumes were

standardized by subtracting the median and dividing by the interquartile range. In the

standardization of edge measures, the mean and interquartile range was computed

across all edges and subjects. The p-values of the coefficients of the connectivity

measures were adjusted using the False Discovery Rate method [214] in order to

correct for multiple comparisons.

Results

Sample characteristics

Table 6.1 shows the characteristics of the participants in this study. Mean age was 62.4

and 56.1% were female. The median (standard deviation) WMH volume was 5.2mL

(7.6mL), and the mean (standard deviation) MMSE was 28.2 (1.8). The g-factor

explained 49.4% of the variance in the separate cognitive tests.

WMH volume and connectome-derived global efficiency in relation
to cognition

The Spearman correlation between WMH volume and global efficiency was 0.04 (p <

0.05 before multiple testing correction). Table 6.2 shows the relationship between the

global efficiency, WMH volume and cognitive measures. All relationships were

significant (p < 0.05), except for global efficiency in relation to WFT and all three WLT

subtasks. For all significant relationships, lower WMH volume and higher global

efficiency corresponded to higher cognitive measures, both when WMH volume and

global efficiency were modeled separately and when they were included in the same

model. The coefficients for global efficiency generally reduced in the combined model,

but remained significant. The interaction term between WMH volume and global

efficiency in the combined model was not significant for any of the cognitive measures.
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Table 6.1: Sample characteristics.

Characteristics Total (N = 3714)

Age, years 62.4 (10.6)
Sex, F 2083 (56.1)
Cognitive test results

Letter-Digit Substitution Task, num. of correct digits 30.9 (6.9)
Purdue Pegboard Test, num. of pins placed 10.5 (1.9)
Stroop 1: reading, s 16.7 (3.2)
Stroop 2: color naming, s 22.9 (4.4)
Stroop 3: interference, s 46.5 (15.8)
Word Fluency Test, number of animals 23.3 (6.0)
WLT, delayed recall 7.8 (2.9)
WLT, immediate recall (mean of 3 trials) 7.9 (2.1)
WLT, recognition 13.5 (1.8)

Intracranial volume, mL 1121.1 (114.8)
MMSE 28.2 (1.8)
White matter lesion volumea, mL 5.2 (7.6)

Continuous variables are presented as means (standard deviations) and categorical variables as n (%).
a White matter lesion volume is presented as median (inter-quartile range).

Cognition in relation to individual connections

Figure 6.1 shows the relationship between the disconnectome, connectome and

g-factor. In all but one edge, higher connectome edge weights corresponded to higher

g-factor. Higher disconnectome edge weights corresponded to lower g-factor in all

cases. Disconnectome edges were more than 8 times more frequently associated with

g-factor than connectome edges (Table 6.4). When modeled separately, the

connectome model had 28 significant associations that on average explained 36.2% of

the variance in the g-factor, whereas the disconnectome had 232 significant

associations, which on average explained 36.4% of the variance. The model which

included both connectome and disconnectome edges explained on average 36.4% of

the variance in the g-factor, where the connectome had six significant connections and

the disconnectome had 157. The disconnectome edge associations were fairly

symmetric, where the bilateral superior frontal gyri and putamen were involved in the

greatest number of significant associations.

The connection-specific relationships with the other cognitive scores are shown in
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Figure 6.1: Relationship between g-factor and connections as connectograms. Only significant
associations (p < 0.05) are shown. ROIs are arranged around the outside of the diagram,
grouped by lobe. ROIs are colored according to the number of significant associations that involve
them. Connections (edges) are represented by lines between ROIs, which are colored according
to the value of their regression coefficient, where red indicates positive correlations and blue
represents negative correlations. The connectograms in the top row show the connectome and
disconnectome when they are modelled separately. In the bottom row they are modelled together.
For the ROI abbreviations refer to Table 6.3
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Figure 6.2 to Figure 6.5 and summarized in Table 6.4. As with the g-factor, the

associations were much more widespread in the disconnectome than in the

connectome. In most cases higher connectome edge weights corresponded to better

cognitive measures, whereas higher disconnectome edge weights corresponded to

worse cognitive measures. The interaction between the connectome and

disconnectome was not significant in any of the edges for any of the cognitive

measures. The disconnectome had many more associations with all cognitive tests

than the connectome (Figure 6.2 to Figure 6.5), and the connectome associations

attenuated or disappeared after adjusting for the disconnectome (Figure 6.4). Many of

the disconnectome associations remained intact after adjusting for the connectome

(Figure 6.5). All significant connectome edge associations involved parietal or

subcortical regions. In both the connectome and disconnectome, the occipital lobe had

relatively few significant associations with all cognitive measures.

Discussion

This study investigated the relationship between structural brain connectivity,

WMH-related disconnectivity and cognition in a population-based sample of adult

subjects. WMH-related disconnectivity explained cognitive impairment much better

than connectivity measures, both on a global level and locally in the disconnectome.

On the global level, we found that total WMH volume as well as the connectome’s

global efficiency were both related to cognitive functioning. These results support and

extend earlier findings that larger WMH load and lower global efficiency correspond to

worse general cognition [187]. On a domain level, we found that global efficiency in

connectivity was associated with the Stroop test, Purdue pegboard test and LDST, but

not with the WLT and WFT. This suggests that efficiency of the brain is important with

regards to information processing speed, fine motor speed and some aspects of

executive function, but that memory and executive control may be less dependent on

efficiency. This relationship cannot be explained by lesion formation, since the

association with efficiency remained after adjusting for WMH volume and because

global efficiency and WMH volume were not correlated. Previous studies also found

that global efficiency was associated with speed-related cognitive function [122, 187]

and executive function [122], independent of WMHs.
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Figure 6.2: Connectograms of all cognitive tests in relation to the connectome, where the
disconnectome is not included in the model. Only significant associations (p < 0.05) are shown.
ROIs are arranged around the outside of the diagram, grouped by lobe. ROIs are colored
according to the number of significant associations that involve them. Connections (edges) are
represented by lines between ROIs, which are colored according to the value of their regression
coefficient, where red indicates positive correlations and blue represents negative correlations.
For the ROI abbreviations refer to 6.3. Abbreviations: LDST = Letter-Digit Substitution Test;
Purdue = Purdue pegboard test; WFT = Word Fluency Test; WLT = 15-Word Learning Test.
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Figure 6.3: Connectograms of all cognitive tests in relation to the disconnectome, where the
connectome is not included in the model. Only significant associations (p < 0.05) are shown. ROIs
are arranged around the outside of the diagram, grouped by lobe. ROIs are colored according to
the number of significant associations that involve them. Connections (edges) are represented
by lines between ROIs, which are colored according to the value of their regression coefficient,
where red indicates positive correlations and blue represents negative correlations. For the ROI
abbreviations refer to 6.3. Abbreviations: LDST = Letter-Digit Substitution Test; Purdue = Purdue
pegboard test; WFT = Word Fluency Test; WLT = 15-Word Learning Test.
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Figure 6.4: Connectograms of all cognitive tests in relation to the connectome, where the
disconnectome is also included in the model. Only significant associations (p < 0.05) are shown.
ROIs are arranged around the outside of the diagram, grouped by lobe. ROIs are colored
according to the number of significant associations that involve them. Connections (edges) are
represented by lines between ROIs, which are colored according to the value of their regression
coefficient, where red indicates positive correlations and blue represents negative correlations.
For the ROI abbreviations refer to 6.3. Abbreviations: LDST = Letter-Digit Substitution Test;
Purdue = Purdue pegboard test; WFT = Word Fluency Test; WLT = 15-Word Learning Test.
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Figure 6.5: Connectograms of all cognitive tests in relation to the disconnectome, where the
connectome is also included in the model. Only significant associations (p < 0.05) are shown.
ROIs are arranged around the outside of the diagram, grouped by lobe. ROIs are colored
according to the number of significant associations that involve them. Connections (edges) are
represented by lines between ROIs, which are colored according to the value of their regression
coefficient, where red indicates positive correlations and blue represents negative correlations.
For the ROI abbreviations refer to 6.3. Abbreviations: LDST = Letter-Digit Substitution Test;
Purdue = Purdue pegboard test; WFT = Word Fluency Test; WLT = 15-Word Learning Test.
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Similar to the global efficiency models, the edges in the connection-specific models

were most often associated with the Stroop test, LDST and Purdue pegboard test,

supporting the suggestion that brain connectivity is important to solving problems

quickly and to some aspects of executive function. The fact that most of the

connectome associations disappeared after adjusting for WMH-related disconnectivity

may be unsurprising, since most significant associations involved frontal, subcortical or

parietal regions and a previous study found that primarily WMH in fronto-parietal and

fronto-parietal-subcortical white matter networks are associated with decline in

executive function [107]. The edge associations that remained after adjusting for

WMH-related disconnectivity involved only the LDST and Stroop color-naming subtask,

indicating that decline in information processing speed is not the result of WMHs alone.

These tests had two common connectome edge associations, namely between the left

rostral middle frontal cortex and the left caudate, as well as the left precuneus and the

right superior parietal cortex. This suggests that efficient wiring between these brain

regions may be especially important to information processing speed independent of

the effect of WMHs, particularly with regards to resisting disruptive stimuli [11] and

integrating complex neuropsychological processes [194]. The LDST was additionally

associated with connectome edges between the bilateral precunei, the inferior parietal

cortex and the superior temporal gyrus, the caudate and thalamus and the caudate

and rostral middle frontal cortex. Thus in these connections, streamline density is

related to integration of complex neuropsychological processes, including visual

scanning, mental flexibility, sustained attention, psychomotor speed and information

processing speed [194], regardless of whether WMHs are present or not.

We expressed WMH-related disconnectivity in the disconnectome, taking into

account potential disruptions of fibres due to WMH load. The disconnectome yielded

many more signficant associations with cognitive function than the connectome. These

associations remained after adjusting for the weight of the connectome edges. Taken

together, these results provide location-specific support for the disconnection

hypothesis by providing a mapping between lesioned connections and worse brain

functioning. The associations of WMH-related disconnectivity with worse cognitive

function corroborate previous studies’ findings that loss of structural connections

related to decrease in brain function [45, 187, 200]. However, the specific localization

of WMH-related loss of executive function extended beyond the previously found
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associations with fronto-parietal and fronto-parietal-subcortical white matter networks

[107]. Our results indicate that WMHs in connections between all lobes are associated

with executive function, especially with respect to the LDST and Stroop interference

test, which had similar patterns of associations. Interestingly, among subcortical

connections, those involving the putamen, thalamus and pallidum were most frequently

associated with all cognitive tests except the Stroop reading test and WFT, whereas

connections with the caudate and amygdala were minimally affected, and those with

the accumbens and hippocampus were not affected at all. This is in contrast to a

previous study that found that lesions in the caudate were associated with deficits in

executive control, attention, memory and drive, whereas those in the putamen and

pallidum were less associated with cognitive deficits [16]. This discrepancy may be the

result of differences in lesion location: our study focused on WMHs, whereas Benke et

al. studied lesions in grey matter tissue. Thus while damage to the putamen and

pallidum may have less impact on cognition than damage to the caudate, damage to

subcortical communication pathways has more impact with regards to putamen and

pallidum than the caudate.

Important strengths of our study are large sample size in a population-based cohort

with a wide range of ages. This provided the statistical power to yield important insights

into the aging process. Our use of the connectome and disconnectome also allowed us

to gain a greater resolution in investigating the disconnection hypothesis. Combined

with a wide range of cognitive tests, this allowed for a connection-specific mapping

between connectivity, disconnectivity and specific cognitive functions. We should also

consider potential limitations. As we included only participants who finished all

cognitive tests in order to construct the g-factor, we may have selected subjects that

performed relatively well and thus introduced selection bias. If anything, this will likely

have led us to underestimate the association between disconnectivity and cognitive

functioning. Another limitation is the cross-sectional design, precluding any

conclusions on directionality of the associations. The study was further limited by low

angular resolution diffusion data as well as the use of DTI and deterministic

tractography. While newer and higher-resolution protocols would be of benefit, the data

comes from a long-running population-based study which began before such

acquisition protocols became available. While DTI and deterministic tractography are

often unable to deal with crossing fibres and challenging brain geometry, more
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sophisticated methods, such as probabilistic tractography, require a long processing

time and may be more difficult to interpret. If anything, we believe our results indicate

the added value in the disconnectome, and serve as a stepping stone for future

research that applies more advanced acquisition and processing techniques.

The implementation of the disconnectome as presented in this study depends on

subject-specific tractography in order to estimate disconnection. However, WMHs have

been shown to influence diffusion [40], and thus may impede tractography. As a

consequence, the degree of disconnectivity may have been underestimated. A

previous study mitigated the effect of lesions on tractography by applying

subject-specific pathology masks to tractography from healthy controls to estimate

changes in connectivity [117]. The effect of lesions on tractography may however differ

between locations, individuals and lesion types. Thus the results from such methods

may be imprecise and more difficult to interpret than for patient-specific structural

connectomes. Additionally, with this approach the exact location of disconnection is not

observed directly. Future work may focus on disentangling this.

Conclusion

In this large, population based study of brain connectivity and disconnectivity, we found

that WMH-related disconnectivity is highly associated with cognitive dysfunction,

especially in relation to executive functioning. The connectome is also related to

cognition, but to a lesser extent. This association remained in a subset of connections

after adjusting for the presence of WMHs.
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Table 6.3: Regions used in connectome analysis, grouped by location in the brain.

Cluster Region Abbreviation

Frontal (Fro)

Caudal anterior cingulate cortex Cac
Caudal middle frontal gyrus Cmf
Frontal pole FrP
Lateral orbitofrontal cortex LOf
Medial orbitofrontal cortex MOf
Paracentral lobule PCe
Pars opercularis POp
Pars orbitalis POb
Pars triangularis PTr
Posterior cingulate gyrus PCi
Precentral gyrus PrC
Rostral anterior cingulate gyrus RAC
Rostral middle frontal gyrus RMF
Superior frontal gyrus SFr

Occipital (Occ)

Cuneus Cun
Lateral occipital gyrus LOc
Lingual gyrus Lin
Pericalcarine cortex Pcc

Parietal (Par)

Inferior parietal lobule IPa
Postcentral gyrus PoC
Precuneus Pcn
Superior parietal lobule SPa
Supramarginal gyrus SMa

Subcortical (Sub)

Accumbens area Acc
Amygdala Amg
Caudate CaN
Hippocampus Hip
Pallidum Pal
Putamen Pu
Thalamus Tha

Temporal (Temp)

Banks of superior temporal sulcus BSt
Entorhinal cortex Erh
Fusiform gyrus Fus
Inferior temporal gyrus ITe
Insula Ins
Isthmus of cingulate gyrus ICG
Middle temporal gyrus MTe
Parahippocampal gyrus Phc
Superior temporal gyrus STe
Temporal pole TeP
Transverse temporal gyrus TrT
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Abstract

White matter lesions play a role in cognitive decline and dementia. One presumed

pathway is through disconnection of functional networks. Little is known about

location-specific effects of lesions on functional connectivity. This study examined

location-specific effects within anatomically-defined white matter tracts in 1,584

participants of the Rotterdam Study, aged 50-95. Tracts were delineated from diffusion

magnetic resonance images using probabilistic tractography. Lesions were segmented

on FLAIR images. Functional connectivity was defined across each tract on

resting-state functional MRI by using grey matter parcellations corresponding to the

tract ends and calculating the correlation of the mean fMRI activity between the grey

matter regions. A significant relationship between both local and brain-wide lesion load

and tract-specific functional connectivity was found in several tracts using linear

regressions, also after Bonferroni correction. Indirect connectivity analyses revealed

that tract-specific functional connectivity is affected by lesions in several tracts

simultaneously. These results suggest that local white matter lesions can decrease

tract-specific functional connectivity, both in direct and indirect connections.
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Introduction

The importance of healthy white matter for brain functioning is becoming increasingly

understood. White matter atrophy and white matter lesions, both markers of white matter

pathology which can be assessed using imaging, have been related to cognitive decline

[45, 81], impairment in gait [179], depression [35], and an increased risk of stroke and

dementia [45]. White matter is organized in the brain in tracts, which connect functional

brain regions with each other or project outside the brain, mostly to the spinal cord.

When the integrity of these white matter tracts is compromised, one might expect that a

deficit in function will follow; this has been coined the ’disconnection-hypothesis’ [66]. In

this hypothesis, a loss of connections in brain structure (i.e. white matter connections)

directly affects brain functioning, or so-called functional connectivity (i.e. grey matter

activity).

Experimental evidence from animal studies indeed suggests that functional

connectivity is negatively affected by white matter disconnection [142, 197]. Evidence

supporting the disconnection hypothesis in humans has been found in individual

patients with tumors [159], after stroke [161, 172], after transection of the corpus

callosum [112] and damage to the arcuate fasciculus resulting in non-fluent speech

production in aphasia [65]. These studies, however, focused only on neurological

events and conditions affecting single individuals with rare events. This relationship

has not yet been confirmed on a population level for more common, yet arguably more

subtle pathologies, such as white matter lesions. In the general population, white

matter pathology has indeed been linked to reductions in neuronal activity on a global

level [81, 219], but it is still poorly understood how pathology affects functional

connectivity on a local level, i.e. specific tracts and their connecting brain regions. It is

important that we gain more insight into this relation, as it may help us to understand

why there is a large inter-individual variation in how white matter pathology

compromises brain function. Also, it could help us predict in which brain regions white

matter pathology will cause more functional deficits; which may ultimately enable

prevention and earlier therapy. With this in mind, we examined the location-specific

relationship between white matter lesions (WMLs) and functional connectivity within a

population-based setting of middle-aged and older adults.
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Material and methods

Setting

The study was embedded within the Rotterdam Study, a large population based cohort

designed to investigate chronic diseases in middle-aged and older population [96]. The

cohort originated in 1990 and comprised 7,983 participants aged 55 years and older.

In 2000 and 2006 the cohort was expanded and now includes 14,926 participants aged

45 years and older. Brain MRI was implemented in the core study protocol from 2005

onwards. The Rotterdam Study has been approved by the medical ethics committee

according to the Population Study Act Rotterdam Study, executed by the Ministry of

Health, Welfare and Sports of the Netherlands. Written informed consent was obtained

from all participants.

Resting state functional MRI (rs-fMRI) was piloted in 2009-2011, and implemented

into the existing multi-sequence study protocol from 2012 onwards. Between January

2009 and October 2013 we obtained rs-fMRI from 2,118 participants. We excluded

participants with prevalent dementia at time of scanning (n=5), insufficient screening

for dementia (n=12), relative motion (i.e. the amount of movement between two

consecutive timepoints) of >0.5mm (n=1) or absolute motion >3mm in any volume in

the rs-fMRI (n=46), or image artefacts interfering with data extraction on any of the

scans necessary for this study (e.g. due to metal artefacts, registration issues) (n=158).

Furthermore, we excluded scans with cortical infarcts (n=65), because gliosis around

cortical infarcts may cause automated WML segmentation to become unreliable. In

total, 1,831 rs-fMRI scans were available for analysis. Of these, n=71 were excluded

because of missing diffusion data, n=159 were excluded because of partially scanned

occipital or temporal lobes in the rs-fMRI and n=17 were excluded because of failed

cortical parcellation, yielding a total of n=1,584 for the current analysis. The Rotterdam

Study has been approved by the medical ethics committee according to the Population

Study Act Rotterdam Study, executed by the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sports of

the Netherlands. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants.
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Image acquisition

Participants were scanned on a 1.5 tesla GE Signa Excite scanner. This included a T1-

weighted image (T1w, TR = 13.8 ms, TE = 2.80 ms, TI = 400 ms, 96 slices of 1.6 mm), a

T2-weighted fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequence (TR = 8000 ms, TE =

120 ms, TI = 2000 ms, 64 slices of 2.5 mm), a proton density weighted image (PD, TR =

21,300 ms, TE = 17.3, 90 slices of 1.6 mm), a spin echo echo-planar diffusion-weighted

image (DWI, TR = 8000 ms, TE = 74.6 ms, axial FOV 210 × 210 mm, 39 contiguous

slices of 3.5 mm, maximum b-value 1000 mm2/s in 25 noncollinear directions with three

unweighted volumes), and a rs-fMRI sequence (TR = 2900 ms, TE = 60 ms, 31 slices

of 3.3 mm, 160 time points 2.9 s apart). Additional details about the image acquisition

can be found in [103].

Image processing

Tissue segmentation, DWI processing and white matter tract segmentation procedures

were similar to those described in [39]. Briefly, structural MRIs were automatically

segmented into grey matter, white matter and CSF using a k-nearest-neighbors

classifier [201]. Tissue segmentations and FLAIR intensity were used to segment white

matter lesions using an automated approach [38]. Lesion segmentations were

manually inspected, and corrected in the case of errors. White matter lesion

segmentations were affinely transformed to diffusion space. DWI volumes were

co-registered to reduce the effect of participant motion and eddy currents. The

resulting rotation parameters were used to correct gradient vectors. A diffusion model

was estimated from the co-registered DWI, and probabilistic tractography was used to

reconstruct white matter fibers using BEDPOSTX and PROBTRACKX [14, 15],

respectively, both of which are available in the FMRIB software library (FSL,

http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/) [111]. AutoPTX was used to identify white matter tracts

[39]. For each tract this produced a tract-density image, which was then normalized

and thresholded using tract-specific thresholds that were previously extensively

optimized based on the reproducibility of FA measurements in 30 subjects of the

Rotterdam Study [39]. Of the 26 reconstructed tracts, this study included two

interhemispheric tracts (forceps major and minor) and 18 intra-hemispheric tracts (nine

pairs of tracts with one tract per hemisphere). The remaining tracts were excluded
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because they projected into tissues outside of the brain. AutoPtx tracks the cingulum in

two parts (i.e. the cingulate-gyral and parahippocampal parts). In each hemisphere,

the two parts were combined to form a single tract. Each intra-hemispheric tract had a

left and right component, thus a total of 18 tracts were included in these analyses. A

list of included tracts and their anatomical descriptions can be found in Supplementary

Table 1. Tract-specific measurements of WML volume and white matter volume were

computed after thresholding tract images as described in [39].

The rs-fMRI data was preprocessed using FSL. This included affine registration with

12 degrees of freedom of rs-fMRI volumes to the individual’s T1w structural image using

FLIRT, and a non-linear registration of the T1w image to a standard space template (MNI

152) using FNIRT [8]. All registrations were visually inspected and excluded if they were

of poor quality. Low-frequency drifts and motion components were compensated for

using MCFLIRT and temporal filtering [13, 110]. The resulting image was decomposed

into several components using single-session independent component analysis. In a

test set of 60 participants that were equally distributed over five age groups (aged 50-

59.4y, 59.4-68.4y, 68.5-77.3y, 77.3-86.3y, 86.7+y) and gender, the components were

manually (visually) classified as "good" (signal) or "bad" (noise) components. This was

used to denoise the rs-fMRI data using FMRIB’s ICA-based Xnoiseifier 1.06 (FIX) [83,

155].

In order to compute tract-specific functional connectivity, masks of the grey matter

voxels corresponding to either end of each tract were defined. To this end, T1w images

were first parcellated by FreeSurfer into cortical (34 parcels per hemisphere) and

subcortical parcellations [55]. FreeSurfer cortical parcels were further subdivided into

241 regions of interest (ROIs) using the Connectome Mapper’s python nipype interface

[33, 77]. This parcellation resolution was chosen because the regions were relatively

small, yet allowed better correspondence across participants than higher resolutions

[25]. When delineating cortical ROIs, the connectome mapper labels only the voxels on

the border between the white matter and cortex. The remaining cortical voxels were

assigned the ROI labels of the closest labeled voxel. The entire ROI volume was

affinely transformed to diffusion space. For a given unthresholded tract, ROIs that did

not overlap with the unthresholded tract image in at least 90% of participants were

excluded. A threshold was not used in order to ensure that projections into the grey

matter, which are less dense than in the middle of the tract, are left intact. ROIs were
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Table 7.1: Tracts and their corresponding grey matter FreeSurfer ROIs.

ROIs 1 ROIs 2

Anterior thalamic radiation (ATR L/R): Association fibers projecting from the anterior part of the
thalamus to the frontal lobe
Subcortical:
Thalamus

Frontal:
Frontal pole (L:1, R:1)
Insula (L:2,3,4,R:2,3)
Lateral orbitofrontal cortex (L:2-4, R:4)
Medial orbitofrontal (R:1)
Pars opercularis (L:1, R:1)
Pars orbitalis (L:1, R:1)
Pars triangularis (L:1, R:2)
Rostral middle frontal (L:1-6, R:1-6)
Superior frontal gyrus (L:1,3,5, R:1-5)

Cingulate gyrus (CGC) and parahippocampal parts (CGH) of cingulum (CG, L/R): The cingulum
is composed of limbic fibers connecting cingulate gyrus, parietal lobe and frontal lobe to the
parahippocampal gyrus and adjacent structures in the temporal lobe
Frontal:
Caudal anterior cingulate (L:1, R:1)
Medial orbitofrontal (L:1, R:1)
Posterior cingulate (L:1,2, R:1,2)
Rostral anterior cingulate (L:1, R:1)
Superior frontal (L:2, R:1,2)

Temporal:
Entorhinal (L:1, R:1)
Fusiform (L:3,4, R:3,4)
Isthmus cingulate (L:1, R:1)
Parahippocampal (L:1, R:1)

Forceps Major (FMA): Commissural fibers connecting the left and right occipital lobes
Left occipital:
Cuneus (L:1)
Lateral occipital (L:1,3-5)
Lingual (L:1,3)
Pericalcarine (L:1)

Right occipital:
Cuneus (R:1,2)
Lateral occipital (R:1-5)
Lingual (R:1-3)
Pericalcarine (R:1,2)

Forceps Minor (FMI, L/R): Commissural fibers connecting the lateral and medial surfaces of the left
and right frontal lobes
Left frontal:
Caudal anterior cingulate (L:1)
Frontal pole (L:1)
Lateral orbitofrontal (L:4)
Medial orbitofrontal (L:1,2)
Rostral anterior cingulate (L:1)
Rostral middle frontal (L:4-6)
Superior frontal (L:1-3)

Right frontal:
Caudal anterior cingulate (R:1)
Frontal pole (R:1)
Lateral orbitofrontal (R:4)
Medial orbitofrontal (R:1,2)
Pars orbitalis (R:1)
Rostral anterior cingulate (R:1)
Rostral middle frontal (R:1,3-6)
Superior frontal (R:1-4)
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Inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFO, L/R): Association fibers connecting the frontal lobe to the
occipital and temporal lobes lateral to the posterior and inferior cornua
Frontal:
Frontal pole (L:1, R:1)
Insula (L:1-4, R:1-3)
Lateral orbitofrontal (L:1-4, R:1-4)
Medial orbitofrontal (R:1)
Pars orbitalis (L:1, R:1)
Pars triangularis (L:1, R:2)
Rostral middle frontal (L:3,5,6, R:4-6)
Superior frontal (L:1, R:1)

Occipital:
Cuneus (L:1, R:1)
Lateral occipital (L:4,5, R:2,4,5)
Lingual (L:1-4, R:1-3)
Pericalcarine (L:1, R:1,2)

Temporal:
Fusiform (L:1,2, R:1-3)
Inferior temporal (L:4, R:4)
Middle temporal (L:1, R:1)
Superior temporal (L:4, R:4)

Inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF, L/R): Association fibers connecting the temporal and occipital
lobes
Temporal:
Banks of the superior temporal sulcus (L:2, R:1)
Entorhinal (L:1, R:1)
Fusiform (L:1-4, R:1-4)
Inferior temporal (L:1-4, R:1-4)
Insula (L:1-3, R:1-3)
Isthmus cingulate (L:1, R:1)
Middle temporal (L:1-4, R:1-4)
Parahippocampal (L:1, R:1)
Superior temporal (L:3-5, R:2-5)
Temporal pole (L:1, R:1)
Transverse temporal (L:1, R:1)

Occipital:
Cuneus (L:1, R:1,2)
Lateral occipital (L:1-5, R:1-5)
Lingual (L:1-4, R:1-3)
Pericalcarine (L:1, R:1,2)

Posterior thalamic radiation (PTR, L/R): Association fibers connecting the posterior parts of the
thalamus with the occipital and parietal lobes
Subcortical:
Thalamus

Occipital:
Cuneus (L:1, R:2)
Lateral occipital (L:1-5, R:1-5)
Lingual (L:1, R:1)
Pericalcarine (L:1, R:2)

Parietal:
Inferior parietal (L:1,2, R:6)
Superior parietal (L:6,7, R:6,7)
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Superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF, L/R): Association fibers connecting: (1) the superior and medial
parietal cortex to the dorsal and medial cortex in the frontal lobe; (2) the caudal-inferior parietal
cortex to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; (3) the supramarginal gyrus to the ventral premotor and
prefrontal cortex; (4) the superior temporal gyrus and superior temporal sulcus to the dorsal prefrontal
cortex; and (5) the frontal lobe to the occipital lobe
Frontal:
Pars opercularis (L:2, R:1-2)
Precentral (L:2-8, R:1-6)
Superior frontal (L:8,9, R:6,7)

Occipital:
Lateral occipital (L:4)

Parietal:
Inferior parietal (L:1-5, R:1-6)
Postcentral (L:1-7, R:1-5)
Precuneus (R:4-5)
Superior parietal (L:1-5, R:1-4)
Supramarginal (L:1-5, R:1-4)

Temporal:
Banks of the superior temporal sulcus (L:1,2, R:1)
Inferior temporal (L:2-4, R:3,4)
Middle temporal (L:1-3, R: 1-3)
Superior temporal (L:1-3, R:1-3)
Transverse temporal (L:1)

Superior thalamic radiation (STR, L/R): Sensorimotor fibers connecting the thalamus to the precentral
and postcentral gyri
Subcortical:
Thalamus

Frontal:
Caudal middle frontal (L:3, R:1,3)
Paracentral (L:1, R:2)
Pars opercularis (L:2, R:2)
Precentral gyrus (L:1-5,7, R:2-6)
Superior frontal (L:6-9, R:5-8)

Uncinate fasciculus (UNC, L/R): Association fibers connecting the anterior temporal lobe,
hippocampus and amygdala to the frontal gyrus and lower surfaces of the frontal lobe
Frontal:
Frontal pole (L:1, R:1)
lateral orbitofrontal (L:1-4, R:1-4)
Medial orbitofrontal (L:1,2, R:1-3)
Pars orbitalis (L:1, R:1)
Pars triangularis (L:1, R:1,2)
Rostral anterior cingulate (L:1)
Rostral middle frontal (L:5,6, R:4-6)
Superior frontal (L:1, R:1)

Subcortical:
Amygdala

Temporal:
Middle temporal (L:4, R:4)
Superior temporal (L:4,5, R:4,5)
Temporal pole (L:1, R:1)

further excluded if they did not conform to commonly accepted definitions of the

endpoints of the tract (see Supplementary Table 1) [202], were found in the middle

portion of a tract or if it was ambiguous to which end of the tract the ROI belonged. For

example, the uncinate fasciculus connects frontal and temporal regions, where the

insula is positioned in the middle portion of the tract. In this case, it is unclear whether
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the insula belongs to the frontal or temporal end of the tract, and the degree of

connectivity with the insula is unknown. For this reason, the insula was deemed a

region that would confound the results and thus was not included in the analysis of the

uncinate fasciculus. Each included ROI was assigned to either end of the tract. See

Supplementary Table 1 for a list of ROIs corresponding to each tract.

Functional connectivity was computed for each tract. To do this, the ROI segmentation

and each white matter tract were transformed into fMRI space. Two masks per tract

were formed by taking the intersection of the unthresholded tract and the identified

ROIs. A mean time-series was computed across all voxels within each mask from the

preprocessed fMRI data. Functional connectivity for a given tract was calculated as the

Pearson correlation of the mean time-series within the two masks corresponding to the

tract.

Statistical analysis

The relationship between age and both tract-specific WML volume and functional

connectivity was determined using Spearman’s correlation. Robust linear regression

models were fit per tract to determine how both global (i.e. brain-wide, Model 1) and

local (i.e. tract-specific, Model 2) WMLs affect functional connectivity across each tract

using the statsmodels Python library (http://statsmodels.sourceforge.net). We used

robust linear regression because it minimizes the effect of outliers on the model fitting.

Model 2 additionally included the tract’s white matter volume as a covariate. Model 2

measured the associations in direct connections (i.e. both functional connectivity and

WML volume were from the same tract). A third model was fit to all possible pairs of

tracts to determine how WMLs in indirect connections affect functional connectivity. In

this model, the functional connectivity in a given tract was the dependent variable, the

WML volume of a second tract was the independent variable of interest, where the

white matter volume of the second tract was included as a covariate. All three models

included intracranial volume, age and gender as covariates. All variables and

covariates except for gender were standardized before model fitting. Given that the

models had multiple outcome measures and input variables (M=18 for both functional

connectivity and tract-specific WML load), there were two sources of dependence

between tests. Thus, standard methods of adjusting for multiple testing in the case of

dependent variables, which only consider the case of multiple outcome measures with
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Figure 7.1: Distribution of tract-specific white matter lesion (WML) load and functional
connectivity across participants. Boxes extend from the lower to the upper quartile, where the
median is indicated a line. Whiskers indicate the range of values within 1.5 times the interquartile
range from the median. Red markers show individual observations outside of the whisker range.
White matter tracts are listed alphabetically on the x-axis. In (A) WML load is on the y-axis and
is defined as the volume of WMLs in a given tract divided by tract volume. In (B) functional
connectivity is on the y-axis and is defined as the Pearson correlation of the mean timeseries
within the regions on either end of a given tract.

a single global dependent variable of interest, were not applicable. In order to take type

I errors into account, we considered significance over a range of p-values between

0.05 and the Bonferroni threshold 0.05/M=0.0028 and evaluated significant results in

each tract relative to each other.

Results

The characteristics of the study population are shown in Table 7.2. Of the 1,584

participants, the mean age was 62.6 years (standard deviation 6.5, age range 50-95

years), and 58.6% were women. The median WML volume was 4.0 mL (interquartile

range 1.5 – 4.3). WMLs were concentrated primarily within the forceps major, anterior

thalamic radiations, posterior thalamic radiations and inferior longitudinal fasciculi,

however WML load (i.e. WML volume adjusted for tract volume), was found in all tracts

(see Figure 7.1A). T-tests indicated that the mean WML load for all tracts was

significantly different from zero, with the largest p-value being less than 10−18.

Tract-specific functional connectivity varied greatly across tracts and participants (see
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Table 7.2: Characteristics of the study population.

Characteristics N=1584

Age, years 62.6 (6.5, range: 50 to 95)
Female 929 (58.6)
Global white matter lesion volume, mL 4.0 (1.5 - 4.3)
Global normal-appearing white matter volume, mL 409.6 (54.6)
Intracranial volume, mL 1133.1 (111.0)

Data presented as mean (standard deviation) for continuous variables and number
(percentages) for categorical variables. White matter lesion volume presented as median
(interquartile range).

Figure 7.1B), where the greatest sample means were found in forceps major and minor

and smallest sample means were found in the uncinate fasciculi and posterior thalamic

radiations. WML volume was highly positively correlated (p < 0.0028) with age in all

tracts, whereas functional connectivity was highly negatively correlated (p < 0.0028)

with age in the uncinate fasciculi, cingulate gyri, and forceps minor (see Figure 7.2).

Grey matter ROIs included for each tract are visualized in Figure 7.3.

The relationship between WML load and functional connectivity varied greatly across

tracts and between hemispheres. Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show how functional connectivity

decreased with increasing WML volume. The association between higher tract-specific

WML load and lower functional connectivity in direct connections reached Bonferroni

significance (p < 0.0028) in the left inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus whereas the

relationship between global WML volume and functional connectivity did not reach

Bonferroni significance in any tract (Figure 7.4). The global and local associations in

several tracts approached statistical significance (0.0028 < p < 0.05), all of which

indicated that increased WML volume is associated with decreased functional

connectivity. Of the associations with p < 0.05, age played a highly significant role (p <

0.0028) only in the global model for the uncinate fasciculi and the right cingulate gyrus.

The functional connectivity of most tracts decreased with increasing WML volume in

several other tracts, which is summarized in Figure 7.6 (Model 3, see Figure 7.7 for a

visualization of the results in connectivity diagrams). In other words, the functional

connectivity across a given tract is often negatively affected by WMLs in indirect

connections. The functional connectivity across most association tracts were often
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affected by WML load in association, limbic and projection tracts, where the Bonferroni

threshold (p < 0.0028) was reached in four tracts. Of the projection tracts, the

functional connectivity across only the left anterior and right superior thalamic radiation

were affected by the WML volume in several tracts. The functional connectivity of the

forceps major was affected by the WML volume in association and projection tracts

with significance that approached the Bonferroni threshold (0.0028 < p < 0.05),

whereas the functional connectivity in limbic tracts and the forceps minor were largely

unaffected by WMLs. Bonferroni significance was reached for nine associations, three

of which affected the functional connectivity in the right anterior thalamic radiation, two

of which affected the functional connectivity in the superior thalamic radiation and four

of which affected the functional connectivity in association tracts (Figure 7.6). The

WML volume in the left inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, right superior longitudinal

fasciculus and posterior thalamic radiation each affected functional connectivity in two
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(WMLlocal) in model two, respectively. † indicates Bonferroni significance (i.e. p < 0.0028). *
indicates p < 0.05.

tracts with Bonferroni significance. Other tracts with Bonferroni level WML effects

included the bilateral cingula and left superior longitudinal fasciculus. Of the tracts with

Bonferroni significance in relation to WML volume, functional connectivity was

negatively associated with age in the uncinate fasciculi (p < 0.0023), the right anterior

thalamic radiation (p < 0.05) and the right superior thalamic radiation (p < 0.05).

Discussion

In this large study among community-dwelling participants aged over 50 years, we

found that a higher tract-specific white matter lesion load related to lower functional

connectivity in the brain regions connecting to these tracts. This finding supports the
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Figure 7.5: The
association between
WML volume and
functional connectivity
in each tract. The p-
values of the regression
coefficient corresponding
to (A) global WML volume
(WMLglobal) in model one
and (B) local WML volume
(WMLlocal) in model two
are represented by the
color in each tract. Tracts
that reached Bonferroni
significance (i.e. p <
0.0028) are colored black.
Shades of blue denote
significant connections
that did not reach
Bonferroni significance.
White denotes non-
significance. The tract
reference specifies the
names associated with
each tract.
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disconnection hypothesis and is indicative of local structural pathology directly

affecting brain function. Yet, we furthermore found that tract-specific functional

connectivity was also influenced by white matter load in other, not directly connected

tracts. This implies that also diffuse white matter pathology, or indirect connections,

may affect functional connectivity.

This study benefited from a large sample size and the fact that both DWI and rs-fMRI

were acquired in the same scanning session and with consistent scanning parameters.

We also used advanced probabilistic tractography and tract segmentation methods

which help to spatially localize anatomical tracts in native space. Additionally, we

specifically concentrated on data, such as what is typically acquired in a standard
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Figure 7.6: The effect of WMLs in indirect connections on functional connectivity. Each
matrix element corresponds to a single regression of model three, where the WML volume of the
tract on the x-axis is the independent variable and the functional connectivity across the tract on
the y-axis is the dependent variable. The color of each element represents (A) the p-value and
(B) the regression coefficient. In (A), tracts that reached Bonferroni significance (i.e. p < 0.0028)
are colored black, shades of blue denote significant connections (p < 0.05) that did not reach
Bonferroni significance, and white denotes non-significance. In (B), negative associations are in
shades of blue, positive associations are in shades of red and significant associations (p < 0.0028)
are outlined in yellow. All significant associations were negative. All models included tract-specific
white matter volume, age, sex and intracranial volume as covariates.

clinical setting, where angular and spatial resolution is often limited, rather than

advanced imaging protocols, to show that such methods are within the grasp of typical

epidemiological and clinical studies. The study was limited by a cross-sectional design,

in which it is not possible to ascertain whether WMLs cause a decrease in functional

connectivity or vice versa, though the latter is biologically less likely. Also, our findings

are supported by previous research that shows a reduction of functional connectivity

following transection of the corpus callosum in a single participant, where the anterior

and posterior commissures were left intact [112]. The analyses in this study were

further limited by the fact that some tracts had a very low WML volume across

participants. Although all tracts had a range of WML loads and for all tracts this load

was significantly greater than zero, for some tracts WMLs were present only in a few

subjects, and they were often small. For these tracts a decrease in functional

connectivity may not yet be detectable. As such, we may have underestimated the
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Figure 7.7: Visualization of the effect of WMLs in indirect connections on functional
connectivity in model three. The label of each connectivity diagram corresponds to the
dependent tract (i.e. the tract over which functional connectivity is defined), whereas coloring
within each diagram indicates the significance corresponding to tract-specific WML volume in
model three. Tracts without a significant relationship are represented by a thin grey line. Note
that all significant associations of WML volume with age were negative. Regions that are involved
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colors. The middle and posterior commissural fibers are shown between bilateral thalami and
temporal cortices, respectively, to illustrate additional pathways that signals can potentially take.
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impact of some strategic WMLs on functional connectivity. As such, we may have

underestimated the impact of some strategic WMLs on functional connectivity.

Additionally, a potential limitation is our choice to use anatomically-defined white

matter tracts, which is on a relatively large scale and does not take all grey matter

regions into account. A broader explorative approach such as connectomics would be

more inclusive and less aggregated, but would require more rigorous multiple-testing

correction, and result in more uncertainty about whether observed structural

connections are representative of true anatomical connectivity, and a more difficult

interpretation of results in a biological or psychological context. Another limitation

related to the chosen method of delineating grey matter tract endpoint masks is the

fact that the method assumes that white matter tracts are comprised predominantly of

bundled axons projecting from one single location to another. In reality, some fibers join

and leave these bundles at various points along the tract, which could not be modeled

with the approach we used.

We found that global and local WML volume had a significant relationship with

functional connectivity in many of the same tracts, which reflects both the contribution

of each tract to the global white matter volume and the fact that functional connectivity

is believed to be an amalgamation of both direct and indirect connections. Neuronal

signals can travel from one region to another via intermediate regions and thus

contribute to functional connectivity; hence the WML load of one tract may influence

the functional connectivity across another. Indeed, our analyses found that the

functional connectivity across a given tract was also influenced by the WML load in

several other tracts, and that these indirect connections were often stronger than the

direct associations. We were unable to include global white matter lesion load into the

direct and indirect models because of multi-collinearity issues. Because of this, we

cannot conclusively claim that our results cannot be explained by systemic white

matter disease burden. However, our analysis included the tracts which contain the

majority of lesions, which together encompass most white matter that contributes to

global WML load. Thus, these results estimate the relative contribution of WMLs in

each tract, where the strongest relationships are likely driving forces in the loss of

functional connectivity. This is supported by findings from animal studies. A study on

rats found that after induced stroke, functional connectivity initially dropped but then

was gradually restored, likely through indirect connections [197]. Another study on
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monkeys found that interhemispheric functional connectivity was partially maintained

after complete section of the corpus callosum when another tract, the anterior

commissure, was spared [142]. In humans, patients with either complete transection or

absence of the corpus callosum had at least partially intact interhemispheric

connectivity [149, 188, 189], which might also arise from alternate pathways such as

the anterior or posterior commissures. Thus, the brain’s structural network allows brain

function to be maintained via alternate pathways, even when direct connectivity is

compromised. For example, the functional connectivity in the right anterior thalamic

radiation (ATR) was affected by WMLs in four tracts, where the left inferior

fronto-occipital fasciulus (IFO) and the bilateral superior longitudinal fasciculi (SLF)

were all significant according to the Bonferroni threshold. The ATR, IFO and SLF all

serve frontal regions. It is interesting that the functional connectivity of the bilateral IFO

was not affected by the WML load in either the left or right ATR, suggesting that while

the IFO may be an important alternate pathway for the ATR, the opposite may not be

the case.

When interpreting these results, it has to be considered that age is correlated with

functional connectivity and WML volume in several tracts. Given that age was included

as a covariate in all models, it is remarkable that we still found several strong

associations between WML volume and functional connectivity. This suggests that

there is an age-independent and location-specific relation between WML volume and

functional connectivity.

The results of this study have important implications with respect to cognition.

Previous studies on a similar sample found that reduced global white matter integrity

(estimated by diffusion measures) related to worse cognitive function [200] as well as a

tract-specific link between decline in white matter integrity and decline in cognitive

function, independent of tract-specific WML volume, especially in the inferior

fronto-occipital fasciculus [30]. We found that the left fronto-occipital fasciculus had a

significantly worse tract-specific functional connectivity with higher local WML load.

White matter lesions in this tract also had a significant relationship on the functional

connectivity of several other tracts. Taking into account that white matter lesions and

white matter microstructure are assumed part of the same disease spectrum [40, 129],

our study adds important insights to these previous findings in that it shows a local

decline in brain function in relation to local white matter pathology. This provides a
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potential mechanism to explain the observed cognitive decline. While this study

focused on WMLs, which are easily detected in structural images, future studies

including microstructural parameters, such as fractional anisotropy and mean

diffusivity, might shed additional light on the location-specific relationship between

white matter degeneration and functional connectivity. Such a study would, however,

be limited by the fact that deviations in the value of these parameters does not

necessarily indicate pathology. Also, a simple average of values across an entire tract

may not adequately represent the microstructural changes that precede lesion

formation.

White matter disease is highly prevalent in aging, both in terms of macrostructural

changes (atrophy and lesions) as well as microstructural abnormalities, and is

considered to be mainly of vascular origin [52, 143]. Given that cerebral small vessel

damage and WML development are increased by hypertension, a potential treatment

to prevent WMLs from developing is to control blood pressure [143, 199]. Future

studies on whether WMLs can be prevented or even treated would add important

insights into whether we can prevent or reduce loss of functional connectivity. Another

important focus of future studies would be to determine why some tracts are more

vulnerable to WML-related connectivity loss than others and to consider the

importance of indirect connections on functional connectivity in relation to vascular

disease.

In conclusion, we found that a higher tract-specific WML load relates to lower

functional connectivity in the brain regions connecting to these tracts. This finding

supports the ‘disconnection hypothesis’ and is indicative of local structural pathology

directly implicating brain function. The results of this study provide clues into the

mechanism of reduced brain functioning as a result of WMLs on a local level.
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The collection of works presented in this thesis showed how the connectome,

disconnectome and other brain (dis)connectivity measures can be used to study brain

function. By developing and using new visualization techniques (Chapter 2) and data

analysis techniques on these data we have shed new insight on (i) the development of

the brain (Chapter 3), (ii) the relationship between structural connectivity and

lesion-related disconnectivity (Chapter 4), (iii) the heritability of connectivity and

disconnectivity (Chapter 5), (iv) the role that lesion-related disconnectivity plays in

cognitive decline (Chapter 6), and (v) how lesions can affect functional connectivity

(Chapter 7). In this final chapter the main findings of these studies are summarized

and discussed.

Summary

Brain connectivity

The connectome is a large and complex data structure. Even when a coarse

segmentation approach is used, there can be tens of ROIs, and thousands of

connections. In addition to this, graph-theory measures can be derived on an

edge-wise, node-wise or global level. As a result, statistical analysis and visualization

of the connectome can be challenging. In Chapter 2, we described methods for the

integrated analysis of group differences in several types of structural and functional

connectivity using t-tests. We developed new visualization methods to aid in the

interpretation of results. These visualizations included: (1) The bi-modal comparison

plot, which shows uni- and bi-modal distributions of connectome edge data and can be

used to effectively compare group mean networks of several network types

simultaneously, including showing the overlap between groups, as well as the

distribution of statistical test outcomes; (2) The worm plot, an extension of the

Manhattan plot which compares statistical test significance across groups of edges for

several connectivity measures simultaneously, allowing quick identification of both

edge groups and specific edges that contribute to group differences; and (3)

Connectograms, which are two-dimensional representations of the connectome. These

visualizations helped to identify which connectivity definitions were best-suited for

analyzing group differences in both aging and schizophrenia.
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In Chapter 3 we used worm plots and connectograms to identify which ROIs, lobes

and connections are involved in brain development. This study used two measures of

functional connectivity. First, a region-wide level of activity was estimated by computing

a mean time-series for each ROI. Correlation of mean time-series was then used to

estimate connectivity between all pairs of ROIs. In the second approach, correlations

were computed for all pairs of grey matter voxels. The highest correlation between each

pair of ROIs represented the functional connectivity. The results of the study suggest

that the development of connectivity occurs both over entire ROIs, but also focally.

Disconnection in the brain

Pathologies can disrupt brain function. White matter pathologies, such as white matter

lesions (WMLs), can cause cortical ROIs to be partly or completely disconnected.

Disconnection is not directly represented by traditional measures of connectivity, and

thus may not capture the full extent of how pathology interferes with brain function. In

Part II we computed direct measures of disconnectivity for populcation-based adult

subjects and used them to learn about the effect of WMLs on brain function.

Chapter 4 introduced the concept of the structural disconnectome, which directly

represents the degree to which WMLs affect brain connectivity as the fraction of

streamlines which pass through WMLs. We compared the disconnectome of a

population-based sample of adults to the structural connectome and found that: (1)

Disconnection is not a function of streamline density; (2) Hubs are more affected by

WMLs than peripheral nodes; (3) Connections between hubs are more severely and

frequently affected by WMLs than other connection types; and (4) Connections

between region clusters are often more severely affected than those within clusters.

The heritablity of the connectome and disconnectome was investigated in Chapter

5. We found that (dis)connectivity was 33% to 51% heritable and that disconnectome

measures were both more significantly and more frequently heritable than connectome

measures. This suggests that the WML-related disconnectivity provides complementary

information about the genetic architecture of the human brain.

Chapter 6 examined the relationship between connectivity, disconnectivity and

cognitive function using linear regression. Lower disconnectivity and higher

connectivity corresponded to better cognitive function. Disconnectivity explained more

variation in cognitive function than did connectivity. In most connections, connectome
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associations with cognition disappeared when disconnectome measures were

included. In a small subset of connections, connectome associations with

speed-related cognitive tests persisted after accouting for disconnection, suggesting

that efficient wiring is important to information processing speed independent of lesion

presence.

The relationship between disconnection and brain function was examined on a

tract-specific level in Chapter 7. White matter tracts were delineated in diffusion MRI

data using probabilistic tractography. Each tract’s functional connectivity was defined

using resting-state functional MRI. A significant relationship between lesion load and

functional connectivity was found in several tracts using linear regression. This study

found that local white matter lesions can decrease tract-specific functional connectivity,

both in direct and indirect connections.

Discussion

Effective connectivity and disconnectivity visualization

Abstract representations of connectivity and disconnectivity are high-dimensional,

which poses unique challenges in presenting them in publications. Studies can greatly

increase readers’ understanding and appreciation of their insights by using effective

visualizations and descriptive summary statistics. As such, the decision of how to

present results should not be taken lightly.

Several visual representations of edge-measures in connectomes were compared in

Chapter 2. Each representation has benefits and drawbacks. Matrix representations

provide a large amount of information in a compact and uncluttered way, but individual

connections and regions can easily become lost in all of the information. On the other

hand, two-dimensional drawings of the brain effectively adds locational context to

specific regions, but only in two dimensions, where the third dimension is lost

completely. The connectogram foregoes representing the spatial location of regions in

favour of a cleaner and more readable circular representation. The connectogram and

brain drawings are unable to effectively show large numbers of connections

simultaneously, since overlapping connections obscure the view of individual

connections. For the (dis)connectome papers in this thesis we favoured the
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connectogram, which provided clear summary of the edge-wise connectivity results

while allowing individual highly significant connections to be highlighted.

Once an overview of the edge-wise and node-wise results is visualized, it is often

useful to compare results between different types of connectivity. Previous studies

have compared individual connections using scatter plots with structural connectivity

on one axis, and functional connectivity on the other, where each point represents a

measures on an edge-, node-, or aggregated-measure level. With increasing number

of points, or when showing data from more than one group of subjects, the information

contained in this type of plot becomes obscured. To circumvent this, we used bi-modal

comparison plots, which included one- and two-dimensional distributions to show point

density, and coloring to show relative importance of groups, thus maximizing the

amount of information that can be clearly presented in one plot.

Information about distributions was also provided in worm plots in chapters 2 and 3,

where data-points were grouped according to location in the brain, and arranged along

the x-axis by increasing value within each group. This plot provides information about

the distribution and size of data-point groups and allows the comparison across several

datasets. However, the distribution information must be extrapolated from the shape of

each "worm", which may not be straightforward for many readers. Chapter 4 instead

used a violin plot, which shows distributions in a more intuitive way, with the limitation

that it can only directly compare two datasets at a time.

Chapter 7 does not use the (dis)connectome to represent (dis)connectivity, but

rather uses anatomically-defined white matter tracts. This greatly reduces the amount

of data that needs to be taken into account in figures, and thus changes the

considerations when choosing visualizations. The three-dimensional configuration of

white matter tracts could easily be visualized in a two-dimensional plot, since only few

tracts needed to be shown simultaneously. Results relating to direct connectivity could

thus be visualized on the tracts themselves. However, since indirect connectivity is

associated with more than one white matter tract it is less straightforward to show this

information in a connectivity plot. While a simplified connectivity diagram was used to

show results of indirect connectivity, in such a plot it is not immediately obvious

whether lines correspond to white matter or grey matter measures. Indirect information

was also shown in matrix format, which, thanks to the low number of tracts, resulted in

a clear figure in which individual data-points could be easily identified and compared to
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other points.

Visualizations are an effective way to convey results in a publication. The importance

of visualizations must not be underestimated, since ineffective visualizations may result

in important conclusions being lost in the vast array of available publications.

Challenges and considerations when using abstract data structures
to represent the brain

The connectome, disconnectome and anatomically-defined white matter tracts are

greatly simplified representations of brain connectivity. Even so, the abstract nature of

these data structures introduces some unique challenges in their implementation,

analysis, and interpretation. Studies using these data structures can be significantly

impacted by decisions made at every step, from data acquisition to statistical analysis.

In the data acquisition phase, it is important to consider the MR scanner’s protocol.

State-of-the-art protocols are high resolution in all dimensions, including the three

spatial axes. Diffusion and functional imaging can additionally have high angular and

temporal resolution, respectively. High resolution data enables the use of sophisticated

processing methodology, which can make results more accurate and reliable. The

downside is that this data is more expensive to acquire and subjects must remain still

in the scanner for extended time periods. For this reason, state-of-the-art protocols

may not be suitable for studies with limited budget and involving certain subject groups.

These protocols are also not suitable for long-running studies that started before the

protocols were available, since upgrading protocols mid-study introduces statistical

challenges with regards to comparing data pre- and post-upgrade.

Once data is acquired it must be processed. Diffusion and functional images require

sophisticated methods to translate their high-dimensional data into something we can

understand. However, sophistication comes at a cost. For example, in diffusion

imaging, probabilistic tractography can better account for crossing, splitting or kissing

fibres than can deterministic tractography. This can give a more accurate map of

structural connectivity. However, it requires considerable computational resources,

time, and many methods require state-of-the-art protocols. Studies constrained in any

of those areas may opt for simpler methods based on deterministic tractography, which

is less accurate, but much faster and requires far fewer resources to compute. The

processing steps which follow also require important considerations, including which
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grey matter parcellation methods to use, how to define connectivity between regions,

and which graph theory measures to compute. The complexities of these

considerations are thoroughly discussed in Chapter 2.

The huge amount of data contained in the connectome can make statistical analysis

challenging. If one test is conducted per connection, node, and derived measure, then

the total number of tests may be in the thousands. This necessitates the use of multiple

testing correction. Given the interconnected nature of the connectome, the tests are not

independent, and thus the Bonferroni correction is too stringent. There are a multitude

of alternatives, all of which have benefits and drawbacks.

Another statistical consideration that is particularly relevant with regards to the

disconnectome is how to deal with non-normal data. Previous studies have opted to do

a log transformation in order to normalize their data [30, 38, 41, 118, 187, 200]. It is a

common misconception that data must be normal in order to perform linear regression

[125]. However, the normality assumption of linear regression refers to the errors of the

model rather than the variables themselves [133]. Thus indiscriminately applying a

transformation for the purposes of normalization is not necessary. In fact, it can have

detrimental effects on statistical analyses, especially when a small constant is added

prior to the transformation in order to ensure positive values [53].

Final remarks

While previous studies have shown that changes to structural connectivity are related

to brain function, excluding disconnectivity from these analyses paints an incomplete

picture. The detrimental effect of WML-related disconnection often outweighs the

contribution of connectivity. This suggests that efficient wiring cannot compensate for

damage to the brain’s hardware. Regardless of how well the brain’s circuitry is

constructed, if the integrity of the connections becomes compromised, then the

communication of the brain’s computational units will also be compromised. White

matter damage is like a short circuit in the brain. It results in a loss of function, affecting

our ability to think, interact with the world and even to be ourselves. Moving forward in

the field of neuroscience, it is crucial that both connectivity and disconnectivity are

considered together due to their complementary relationship.
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Summary

The brain is like a super computer: it is a collection of interconnected computational units

which work together to enable both basic functions, such as regulation of breathing, as

well as higher functions, such as cognition, thought and emotion. The computational

units, or regions, are located in the grey matter (i.e. the cortical surface and in the

subcortex), whereas the connections between them, or tracts, are found in the white

matter. The development and maintenance of both grey and white matter is essential to

brain function. When either tissue type becomes compromised, so too does function.

Brain connectivity can non-invasively be derived from magnetic resonance images

(MRI). Structural MRI can be used to examine the three-dimensional anatomy of the

brain. This combined with either diffusion weighted images (DWI) or functional MRI

(fMRI) can be used to estimate functional or structural connectivity, respectively. Both

types of brain connectivity can be represented by the connectome. The connectome is a

graph-based data structure in which regions are represented by nodes and connections

are represented by edges. Graph theory can be used to gain new insights about the

connectome.

Studying brain connectivity is crucial to learning about both brain function and

dysfunction. However, in the case of pathology-related dysfunction, abstractions of

connectivity such as the connectome may not sufficiently represent underlying tissue

damage. Pathologies, including white matter lesions, are involved in age-related

neuro-degeneration as well as several neuro-psychiatric conditions. A data structure

which takes pathology into account may provide additional insights into related loss of

function.

The relationship between brain connectivity, disconnectivity and function is

examined in this thesis. The first part focuses on the connectome, whereas the second

part focuses on disconnection in the brain.
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The Connectome

Connectome data is, by nature, complex and high-dimensional. This poses a challenge

with regards to its analysis and visualization. This challenge is addressed in Chapter 2.

It explores how group differences in both structural and functional connectivity can be

analyzed both uni- and bi-modally, and how results can be visualized. It explores the

bi-modal comparison plot, which shows the distribution of both uni- and bi-modal group

differences, and uses color to show distributions of two groups withing the same plot.

Distribution of group differences within groups of regions were visualized in the worm

plot. The proposed methods and visualizations were applied in two proof-of-concept

studies of aging and schizophrenia. Both studies included two types of structural and

functional connectivity. In both studies, the visualizations indicated which types of

connectivity were most effective in identifying group differences.

The analysis and visualization methods proposed in Chapter 2 were then applied in

Chapter 3 to study brain development of six- to ten-year-old children. Age and gender

differences in two methods of defining functional connectivity were investigated. In the

first method, the correlation of regional mean time-series was computed. In the second

method, the focal maximum of voxel-wise correlations across regions was computed.

The first method is a commonly used definition which considers connectivity between

regions to involve entire regions. The second method, dubbed Anatomic and Local

Peak Activity Correlation Analysis (ALPACA), is a novel way of defining functional

connectivity, which considers the possibility that connectivity may not be spread over

entire regions, but rather that it may be more focal. The study replicated previous

findings that cortico-cortical connectivity shifts from short- to long-range with age. It

also found that subcortico-cortial associations with age were negative in ALPACA, but

mixed in the mean time series method. Connections between subcortical regions were

negative for both network types. Few associations were found with sex. This study

challenged the spatial assumptions made by the traditional mean time series

approach, showing that in many cases associations with age depend on whether

functional connectivity is defined diffusely or focally.
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Disconnection

Previous studies have established that white matter pathologies are associated with

impairment in gate, depression, cognitive decline and an increased risk of stroke and

dementia. The association between white matter damage and functional decline is the

main motivation behind the disconnection hypothesis, which states that a loss of white

matter connectivity will lead to a loss of communication between cortical regions,

ultimately leading to a loss of function. This is the focus of Part II of this thesis, which

explores disconnection within the Rotterdam Scan Study (RSS). The RSS is a

population-based study which aims to uncover the determinants of cognitive decline in

the elderly.

This part begins with Chapter 4, which introduces a data structure, named the

structural disconnectome, which extends the structural connectome by estimating the

degree to which each connection is affected by white matter pathologies, such as white

matter lesions (WMLs). The WML-related connectome and disconnectome were

estimated for each subject. Several existing graph theory measures were computed

from the connectome, and new disconnection-oriented measures were derived from

the disconnectome. This study found that: (1) Disconnection is not a function of

streamline density; (2) Hubs are more affected by WMLs that peripheral nodes; (3)

Connections between hubs are more severely and frequently affected by WMLs than

other connection types; and (4) Connections between region clusters are often more

severely affected than those between clusters.

The connectome, disconnectome, and the graph-theory measures derived in

Chapter 4 were evaluated for their genetic underpinnings in Chapter 5. The genotype

of each subject was used to derive inter-subject genetic relationship matrices for

heritability analysis. The evaluated connectivity and disconnectivity measures were

found to be 33 to 51% heritable, where the disconnectome was generally more

frequently and intensely heritable.

The evaluation fo the connectome and disconnectome continued in Chapter 6, which

studied their relationship with cognition. Lower disconnectivity and higher connectivity

corresponded to better cognitive function, where the majority of significant associations

were related to the disconnectome. When both the connectome and disconnectome

were included in the same model, most connectome associations attenuated.

WML-related disconnectivity was especially related to reduced executive functioning,
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whereas increased cognitive speed corresponded to increased connectivity

independent of WML presence. The combined analysis of connectivity and

disconnectivity revealed that while disconnectivity explains more variance than does

connectivity, efficient wiring is essential to efficient brain function regardless of WML

presence.

Cognitive decline is a global expression of decreased brain function and is related to

the presence of WMLs. However, little is known about the location-specific relationship

between brain function and WMLs. Chapter 7 examined this relationship in

anatomically defined white matter tracts. For each tract, functional connectivity and

WML volume were computed. Significant associations between functional connectivity

and both global and tract-specific WML volume were found in several tracts. Significant

tract-specific relationships were also found in indirect connections (i.e. between

functional connectivity in one tract versus WML-volume in another tract). These results

suggest that not only is functional connectivity affected by WMLs in the same tract, but

that functional connectivity is affected by WMLs in several tracts simultaneously.

The studies presented in this thesis made important contributions to our knowledge

about how connectivity relates to brain development, age differences and schizophrenia,

and how disconnectivity relates to aging, genetics and pathology. The connectome and

disconnectome are complementary: Studying either connectivity or disconnectivity in

isolation paints an incomplete picture. Moving forward in the field of neuroscience, it is

crucial that they are considered together.
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